Hampton Township Community Quality of Life Questionnaire

QI How long have you lived in Hampton Township?
Answered: 905

Skipped: 6
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Total Respondents: 905
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Q2 What are the main reasons you like living in Hampton Township?
Please rate the importance of these factors, with I being very important
and 5 being not important. If an important reason is not listed, you’ll have
the chance to tell us about it in the next question.
Answered: 911

Skipped: 0
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Attractive homes and neighborhoods

34.97%
313
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2.03

Close-knit community
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2.29

Convenient mix of stores, shops and seriices
nearby
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14
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2.12

Desirable place to retire
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3.33
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Hampton Township amenities (community
center, library, park and recreation facilities)
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North Park and Hartwood Acres, two county
parks, are nearby

41 .79%
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18
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1.88

Safe and healthy place to raise children
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2.13
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13.33%
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2.68

School district quality
Visual appearance of green, rolling hills
Youth sports opportunities
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Q3 If a Township quality or feature is important to you but was not listed
in Question 2, please list it here.
Answered: 239

4/17

Skipped: 672

Hampton Township Questionnaire
Question 3 Open-Ended Responses
If a Township quality or feature is important to you but was not listed in Question 2, please list it here.
It would be nice to have a grocery store in Hampton, especially Route 8 stretch between Duncan and
Baudover Ext East (sic). Too much auto stores. Open green spaces with connecting trails within walking
distances. For every neighborhood we need to have and keep as well as adding green area for passive
recreation, wildlife, and our visual nature appearance.
Not sure how to answer some questions. Does it mean attractive or in the culture? Or what attracted me
originally
Hampton has nice churches. Availability of churches with quality children’s activities.
Keep Hampton green too many houses / plans being built.
--

We need to update and/or add specific equipment in the work out room in the community center we need a
leg extension machine and a leg curl machine for lower body fitness. 2-3 machines are antiquated and should
be removed an old treadmill and elliptical.
-

-

Keep green spaces. Could a map of Hampton be posted at the Community center?
Communication / information received in the mail.
Close to catholic church.
Hampton Twp is the nearest place to Heaven to live in but Problems to solve we need to adopt a nuisance
tree ordinance like Shaler Twp did last year.
I would like to see a full day kindergarten program made available. Most school districts in area are starting to
offer and Hampton could start to lose its appeal if not offered.
--

Close proximity to downtown Pittsburgh and to the Turnpike, It is also close to my other family members.
Community is small in size with respect to square mileage compared to neighboring communities.
Early childhood education programs nearby quality childcare, PreK, preschools
Affordable homes/housing for young families and older people alike.
-

I’d really like to see some plans to protect more natural spaces from any kind of development.
Small size, great reputation.
Snow maintenance has been excellent. Very important in maintaining daily routine in winter.
I think the stores and restaurants need to be improved drastically. There is not a good mix and from what I
understand, the township makes it very difficult for those new businesses that want to come into the area.
This also acts as a deterrent. As a result, we have way too many sub shops and tire stores/mechanics, not
enough shopping or restaurants.
No urban sprawl, lots to green space. Please keep it that way.
Sidewalks or bike lanes in neighborhoods or connecting neighborhoods would be great
It would have been nice to have a column “does not apply” (for instance for people who don’t have children
or aren’t directly concerned by a topic).
Safety
1
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Question 3 Open-Ended Responses
Road quality, road maintenance, recycling programs, stop cutting down the mature trees, also prune trees
without destroying the beauty,, no clear cutting, plant trees
Put in a concrete sidewalk on one side of the road from the middle school to the high school For the
summer hours of the community center, take 1 hour from 4 weekdays & add it to Sunday. Keep it open.
Email gym members if there are reduced energy hours. Rotate those hours and post the energy reduction at
least 24 hours prior to event.
Need high quality commercial development along route 8 to enhance the quality of life here.
Shopping/restaurant options are limited.
Open spaces. Close to work
Distance to Pittsburgh
,

.

Centralized location with major road access (Turnpike, Routes 8, 19, 28 and 228, 1-79 & 279, McKnight)
Strong church community
Proximity to downtown and Cranberry area for work. Also Turnpike access. One town’s worth of students for
school.
Quality of the roads and snow removal are important. Also, the ease of crossing route 8 is not good and
getting worse.
Public Works winter crew does an amazing job keeping the roads safe and clear
volunteer opportunities; need more diversity very white population
Proximity to town and turnpike
Request more attention & assistance to homeowners than to developers. Also, keep your promises to
homeowners.
The library is an important part for us and the community events.
General public safety with low crime rate in general.
Job located in township and wanted to be close
Proximity to town and turnpike
Reasonable taxes Less draconian govt.
The fresh air and woodlands. The greatly maintained road and the best school system that anyone could ever
hope for for their children. I lost my home and lost peace and happiness having to leave.
Lots of undeveloped wooded hillsides and protected areas along streams.
Organized government.
Proximity to Pittsburgh
History of reasonably low tax and service rates
The safety and learning opportunities for my children was the main reason for our move to Hampton. I
recently found out a the proposed cell phone tower by Poff Elementary school and I am shocked and
disgusted. There have been numerous articles about 5G causing cancer in young children and for Hampton to
even consider this makes me rethink our entire move to this community and the people are elected to this
council.
Public bus service to downtown was available on Middle Rd when we moved here 30 some yrs ago and is no
longer.
Low crime rate
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Question 3 Open-Ended Responses
Safety is a main concern. This includes protecting the health of our children. There seem to be plans of
installing a 5G cell phone tower near Poff elementary school. I feel this is a major risk to the children’s health
and will oppose these plans.
Affordability in housing: home ownership. Attractive rental alternatives and options. Community recreation
facilities. Year round swimming and availability is very desirable.
Township administrators that work with the residents in a pro-active manner to enhance livability and
advance the community.
Safety
A sense or real neighborhoods
Access to Pgh and major roadways
Responsible government and reasonable taxes rates.
Safety in general
Cleanliness of properties. There are many older homes in Hampton and that’s fine but many properties are
not well keep and it makes Hampton look trashy. There should be ordinances in place to keep the community
looking nice. There should not be garbage in yards, junk like old cars- lawn mowers-old cars-old building
materials-garbage cans. Citations should be issued and enforced to clean up homes and properties in
Hampton for all of our benefit
Sidewalk system that allows one to walk safely from neighborhood to neighborhood.
Proximity/commute time to Downtown Pittsburgh
Safety, road regulations, environmentally friendly
Security of the community.
Low taxes
Return on Investment
Route 8 looks terrible. Bury the electrical lines, add sidewalks and trees
safety
We are not preserving enough green space as the original plan in 1978 indicated.
Cleanliness of properties!
Roads and Infrastructure
sidewalks, walkability, community place to bump into neighbors and friends
Convenience to the PA turnpike for travel
There are too many housing plans in Hampton now and not many green rolling hills anymore. We appreciate
the new people coming in but where is tax money paying for? We shouldn’t have to pay to get into the
community center. Our taxes should pay for that. Our child was 3 years old and wanted to play with another
child at the community center and the desk attendant would not allow her to play on the animal /tree unless
we paid to get into the open free play room. Maybe it was a few dollars but silly for a 3 year old to not
allowed in for a few minutes to play with children same age. And we came out of the library, it made me feel
sad because for such a lovely community to restrict a child for a few minutes of play was disappointing as her
Mom. We have 4 generations from Hampton so I felt very put off. I’m usually super proud of being from
Hampton but to set that limitation for my children made me feel unappreciated as a Hampton resident.
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Question 3 Open-Ended Responses
Excellent school district that is independent from other municipalities. Agree that school district should be
remain small and maintain its small number of student population when compared to other school districts
that surround Hampton Township.
Safe area
High quality private schools nearby
Great Police and township managment
Not overly crowded
Resale value of my home
Low crime
Excellent and caring people
-

Listen and respect the current residents of Hampton Township. Actively take and react to feedback provided.
(1 very important). This currently happens and makes me feel like a true resident and I believe my voice is
heard. This is pretty specific but I wish there was better visibility on West Hardies by Wickline. Maybe a
mirror to see over the hill.
Outdoor pickleball courts
Proximity to turnpike and Rt 8
Walkable communities needed
Proximity to the city, friendly neighbors, a lot of events in the community, opportunities to meet our
neighbors
Convenient to downtown Pittsburgh. Access to turnpike
Upscale patio home living for older residents would be very important, with pool and other amenities.
Unfortunately we likely will need to leave the Township to get this type of housing.
The fact that township and school district are same territory wish they would work more closely together
sometimes.
Residential Street repaving
Safety
Size of schools, especially high school. Similar to private school atmosphere. Great!
More options on Rt 8 so you don’t have to go to McKnight
Community events, farmers markets, parades, family-centered activities/gatherings
-

Save Hardies lake. Shame on you for not dredging it. The loss to the community will be felt
Safety (low crime rate)
Close to Pittsburgh, but far enough away.
It’s important to me to have a lot of green space and natural areas and to minimize new development in
residential areas as much as possible.
Walkability: I really wish that there were sidewalks on some of the busy roads. For instance, it would be great
for my kids to be able to walk or ride their bikes to Hartwood, though I realize Middle Road is a county
maintained road.
Availability of restaurants that are close by.
As a multiracial family; I would like to see Hampton be a more diverse community.
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Question 3 Open-Ended Responses
It would have been nice if the community park new park had rubberized surface instead of mulch. Not sure
why that wasn’t installed.
I would like to see Rt 8 have more green space, attractive store fronts, nice restaurants...not look like an
industrial highway full auto body shops & mattress stores.
Better school support of families with two working parents, or that don’t have a parent that is not working.
Hampton school expectation appears to be that every house hold has at least one none working parent. This
Support of non-car related methods of travel. Hampton Township appears to be actively adverse to
sucks.
any method of travel other then by car. No side walks, no bike lanes, few if any trails that can be used other
then for recreation.
--

--

Reasonable house prices, fair tax structure.
1) Preschool and early childhood educational opportunities are important to our family. I would like to be
able to include this under school district quality, but I know that is not how our district operates.
Seems to be stable fiscal management elected and hired leadership. However, a concerning trend for
increased school tax and other recent budget increases community development raise concerns for upward
trending taxes. Stable budgets, reasonable taxes are critical if retired or disabled citizens on fixed incomes are
to remain in their homes in Hampton.
Open spaces. Too often homes are packed on top of each other. Having a lot of green space is what I like
about the community.
Support network of resources. Doctors family friends
Safety Excellent reputation as a community
Convenient access to other places in Western Pennsylvania via Route 8, the Turnpike and other roads.
Hampton is also close to metro Pittsburgh attractions.
Note: green, rolling hills should be changed to trees and forests
dog parks
I wish there were more business along RT8 to frequent. I would also like a lower speed limit along RT8
between Wildwood & Hardies Roads, making it easier to access the businesses. More businesses would also
help off set the increase in school taxes, helping residents remain in the township.
Ease of commute into Pittsburgh. Rural feel.
Property value
Access to downtown and major highways.
The school district is made up of one township.
We moved here because it was a desirable place to live at the time. But now not so much. Overpopulation
with houses upon houses bigger and bigger no longer has the feeling of somewhere you want to call peaceful
living! Greed to be the biggest and the best is over taking this township! Think of the health and wellness of
you residents!!! When I think of Hamptons future I cant help but think of the movie Edward Scisorhands! If
you do not know the movie Google it! This is not what I want for our community! We do NOT live in the city!
Lets stop the building!!! STOP SIGN ON HARDIES AND WICKLINE!!!!! FIX WILDWOOD ROAD /RT 8
SIGNALS!!!TOO MANY ACCIDENTS!
Proximity to Pittsburgh while being somewhat rural
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Question 3 Open-Ended Responses
Convenient location to get to downtown or the turnpike.
Cross turns and traffic on Rt 8 near Do It Best/Sherwin Williams is dangerous & should be remedied.
Intersection of Wildwood/Rt. 8 is extremely dangerous/free-for-all. Changes should be made which may be
painful for traffic, but safer. The scattered look driving through Hampton on Rt 8 is tragic. There should be a
cohesive look, and set backs enforced.
Maintaining affordable taxes. I will most likely move out after my child graduates from school. We felt like
paying the extra taxes was worth the education.
The variety of stores, shops, and services in Hampton are awful. Route 8 needs redeveloped into a booming,
successful, desirable area. The sports quality in Hampton is poor. We leave the community to play sports
secondary to the lack of quality.
The township government follows (at least thus far) strict regulations regarding home building and
improvement. This measure is very important, because proper house building shows how much its owners
value rules, safety, respect of the environment, and therefore protects the entire community. The township
should continue to use strict regulations.
I marked things that are very important to me such as stores, shops, and services however, I don’t necessarily
believe Hampton does a good job with this and others listed above. It seems we should rate importance
followed by how we feel Hampton compares.
Low crime rate
Safe; not too crowded
Shopping and attractiveness are important but I put not factors because there isn’t decent shopping or
restaurants, we travel outside of Hampton for that and have you driven down Rt 8? There’s nothing attractive
about it.
There is not a convenient mix of stores, shops, and services near by
Need better retail in this area. A main street with shops would have added value to the community when
planning.
Ability to walk /bike to restaurants/shops...sidewalks along RT 8, or on some back roads that lead to dining
and retail (S. Pioneer, West Hardies, etc)
Snow removal, little to no school delays or cancelations for any reason, low crime
Access to pa turnpike. Trustworthy police dept. Excellent road clearing in winter.
Pool appearance and better locker rooms.
Too many code requirements and much more strict than need to be.
More places to shop and eat. Better traffic management when getting on RT 8 from Wildwood road and
McNeal
Doesn’t feel homey anymore...starting to feel overcrowded! But then I have lived here all my life of 60 years!
A lot has changed!
Make it easier for businesses to move in and/or build.
It’s in the upper-middle-class corridor between Fox Chapel and Sewickley and has all of the related amenities.
Community indoor pool with programming for all ages
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Question 3 Open-Ended Responses
Annual taxes for seniors is high.
This is a poorly worded question! Are you asking what is important to me or rating Hampton now? I answered
in there importance to me. Another issue is the ease of getting to stores, shops and services, in other words
traffic. This is the reason we moved from Monroeville to Hampton, but traffic is getting bad here too!
This question is a bit confusing to answer. It starts with the assumption that Hampton already possesses all of
the attributes listed. Close knit community, stores, and amenities are not strengths in this community as I see
it....but they are very important factors that would improve the likability of living in Hampton Township.
Attractive, inviting appearance of main thoroughfare, RT. 8 clean, roads in excellent condition, appropriate
signage for local businesses, green spaces, landscaping etc.
safe community, active police and low crime
Location based on travel for work. Quick access to Turnpike and 79.
More consideration to Adults. Most of Hampton activities seem to be geared to Children and Teens.
Roads maintained all year round and in good repair.
Well lit roads and parking areas around homes and facilities.
-

Hampton Township needs to be proactive in controlling deer population as it is growing by the year and is a
danger to residents and non-residents driving through Hampton Township. I hope it does not take someone
getting killed before the township improves our safety as the majority of residents are stressed when driving
on certain roads (Middle Road and Clearview Road) as deer cross the roads daily. Also, our property values
are going down as deer have destroyed thousands of dollars of trees, shrubs and flowers throughout the
township. It is interesting that the township quietly controls the deer population in Hampton Park to preserve
the landscaping and for safety of park patrons, but will not do it for residents. The cost of controlling deer
population is not expensive as local municipalities such as Fox Chapel and Mt.Lebanon have exemplified.
Not too congested (overpopulated).
Owning a home in Hampton is generally a good investment.
Population density seems perfect: a bit of a small-town feel, but close enough to urban amenities.
Improve and beautify the properties and store fronts on Route 8.
I liked walking the dog in the area around the high school before all the fences were erected.
We would like more street lights.
No public transit in the Township!
Convenient access to Pittsburgh (work and events)
Heavily treed Many neighborhoods with established, mature trees. Abundance of wildlife and wildlife
habitat
I enjoy the hiking trails.
Walkability, bikeability
Good selection of restaurants and shopping. Does not currently exist.
Fewer vacant buildings / better use of buildings and property when a tenant or business exits the Township.
Establish regulations limiting the amount of time a property owner can leave property vacant; or at least work
with the owner to establish a use for the space.
-
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Question 3 Open-Ended Responses
A convenient mix of stores and neighborhoods is important to us, but the options available here are terrible.
The customer service at the community center can be absolutely terrible if you don’t get the right person, and
there are not nearly enough activities that younger people want to do. I would like more arts and crafts
classes
It would be wonderful to think that our community is one that values diversity of all kinds, and that we teach
our children to do the same.
green space and convenient access to McKnight road shopping.
Safe roads with traffic lights at intersections that are NOT currently in place
Need better development and zoning rules. Route 8 corridor is abysmal looking. No reason code should not
state brick facades and more landscaping on frontage. Corrridor is an embankment to Hampton living.
McCandless crossing much better but can even do better than that. Many communities do and still get
businesses to come. Also maybe State or Federal grants. Local politicians should assist.
Low crime rate
Low taxes
Tax rate
Professional Police and Township Administration
Proximity to downtown Pittsburgh
High resale value of homes
Route 8 needs to bring in new/fresh businesses, restaurants, etc... Most of the Rt. 8 corridor from ElfinwHdto
910 looks like the 1980’s. Some of the turning areas on Rt. 8 are dangerous. Hampton Community Center
area needs an ice rink, even if its a temporary winter one.
Full-day kindergarten is important. With more and more schools going to all-day kindergarten it seems it
should be considered.
Safe Walkable community with mom and pop shops mixed with big chain stores
Even though it would be an increase in taxes, i think the fire department should pay the individuals who serve
us. Even though it would mean a tax increase, I would like to see more full time officers hired. We lose so
many great qualified part timers to other townships.
Close to City of Pittsburgh
I bought a business in the area. This review is more from a new business owner working with the township
ONE TOWNSHIP SCHOOL DISTRICT, MUNICIPAL DISTRICT, ETC
Attractive business district with safe roads.
More affordable housing Environment protection
Low crime; safety
There is a lack of living communities for senior citizens, especially with continuous care.
Cannot walk to shops. Kids cannot safely walk in neighborhoods or ride bikes without side walks.
Proximity to Oakland, East Liberty, Squirrel Hill, Shadyside, and downtown Pittsburgh
I want to say that some of these things are important to me but Hampton doesn’t have enough of them:
walkability, environmental services, locally owned food and stores, and diversity/inclusion. Also, better
ordinances for having chickens, goats, etc. on less than 5 acres. Also: better public transportation.
Small hometown feel.
The quality of stores, shops and services are limited. We travel outside Hampton Township for most of these.
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Small business friendly, ease to comply with township ordinances
Affordability, low taxes but high services. Great snow removal in the wintertime.
Arts education opportunities Walkable and bikeable community
Reasonably affordable and desirable housing
Small schools. Much less traffic than suburbs like Cranberry.
Experiences of diversity such as exposure to languages in Early grades, community center accessibility.
Sidewalks to be able to walk to stores, more bus stops to Hartwood and to the community center and Aldi
etc.
Indoor pool
-Great combination of suburban and rural feel. Still lots of open land for walking, biking etc. -Historically
excellent fiscal management
Being able to walk to the pool park and schools
Quiet, interesting events (concerts, shows), employment opportunities
The convenient mix of stores is very important to me. We just don’t have them. The way the question is
phrased presumes that we have all of these things.
I would like to live here because of convenient mix of stores, shops and services nearby, but that isn’t true- so
that statement listed above is not accurate.
Sidewalk access/trails access to a main street area or outdoor facilities, parks, coffee shops,
boutiques/eateries
commercial traffic and crowding
We wish we were allowed to have chickens. We used to live in a beautiful town on less land and everyone
was allowed six chickens. I know someone planning on moving out of Hampton because of this...
Appearance of police- as I drive up and down route 8, I see so many people speeding, driving like an idiot,
passing cars on double yellow lines on south pioneer road (happened to me multiple times), people turning
on red when there is a sign that says not to coming up the hill next to Dunkin donuts. I also think something
needs done with the empty max & ermas and the hotel that has been abandoned. I think either demolishing
the buildings or cleaning them up and putting something else in would help make the township look nicer.
More affordable carriage homes like polo fields
Diversity
Quiet area
Usually these lists use 5 as the highest rating. You have it backward and may get poor results because of this.
You got them!
A council that’s willing to listen to it’s residents when they have problems caused by an infrastructure that is
unable to handle the progress that they keep approving. This should be able to be controlled through your
ordinance.
Diversity and inclusion
We are disappointed with the lack of diversity in Hampton.
Close to turnpike exit
Property value
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Question 3 Open-Ended Responses
I know it says school district quality, but for us it was the fact that there are still small neighborhood schools,
which is becoming a rarity these days.
Easy commuting access to downtown Pittsburgh.
Trees present everywhere
Green spaces. Not just house after house that look the same. A balance of nature.
It is not over developed commercially.
Community activities such as july 3rd, the farmers market
Having well-trained Hampton Twp police, fire, and EMS services.
Location to highways. Easy access to town.
Better public transportation and adequate sidewalks are important, but lacking from Hampton.
Sidewalks. Ability to raise chickens for fresh eggs (should be allowed)
No fracking in our township.
Better spacing in building new plans (bigger lot sizes) and making sure the surrounding roads can handle all
the excess traffic.Iess ordinances. Go back to being a comfortable community that it once was.
Modern Infrastructure
I love the farmers market but wish there were more food trucks and vendors.
Multiple ways to get to work (Route 8, back roads 279)
The way the questions are structured is a little misleading. For example, there are things that are important
to me (close-knit community) that I don’t believe Hampton excels at. I wasn’t sure how to answer those, so I
gave them 3s.
I wish the power didn’t go out almost every storm. I have lived up and down the east coast, and around
Pittsburgh, and never had so many issues. Major downside.
More quality restaurants, less auto business.
Not building new neighborhoods constantly on every parcel of land available. I don’t like living on top of
other people.
Careful conservation of local history and ecology while encouraging a walkable/bikeable community.
Size of community and school district.
I didn’t realize how dangerous Route 8 is and I’d like to have safer intersections.
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Q4 How satisfied are you with the following aspects of life in the
Township? Please rate your satisfaction, with I being very satisfied and 5
being not satisfied. If an important service or issue is not listed, you’ll
have the chance to tell us about it in the next question.
Answered: 909

5/17

Skipped: 2
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Ease of communication with Township staff and
officials

17.98%
160
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9.10%
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45

890

2.51

Fiscal management of the Township
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Green space preservation and environmental
sustainability
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28.68%
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11.38%
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8.82%
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2.59

General maintenance of Township property
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15.11%
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3.00%
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11
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1.88

41.65%
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36.75%
330
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133

4.45%
40
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21
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1.89
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312

16.61%
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4.46%
40
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2.05
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517

29.00%
259

8.17%
73

3.92%
35

1.01%
9

893

1.61

32.96%
297

36.85%
332

19.98%
180

6.99%
63

3.22%
29

901

2.11

Organized indoor recreation opportunities (e.g.
programs, events, activities)

25.14%
225

38.21%
342

29.39%
263

4.69%
42

2.57%
23

895

2.21

Organized outdoor recreation opportunities (e.g.
baseball, softball, soccer, etc.)

28.94%
257

37.27%
331

27.59%
245

4.39%
39

1.80%
16

888

2.13

Informal outdoor recreation opportunities (e.g.
walking, hiking, biking routes, fishing access)

28.06%
252

36.75%
330

24.94%
224

6.90%
62

3.34%
30

898

2.21

Connectivity for walking, biking from place to
place

10.79%
96

17.64%
157

26.18%
233

23.37%
208

22.02%
196

890

3.28

Fire and emergency services
Police protection
Housing types available for different life stages
Enforcement of Township ordinances and codes
Land use and zoning controls

Refuse collection
Recycling
Township road clearing
Township road maintenance
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Q5 If you have strong feelings about a Township service not listed in
Question 4, please explain it here.
Answered: 221

8/17

Skipped: 690

Hampton Community Questionnaire
Question 5 Open-Ended Responses
If you have strong feelings about a Township service not listed in Question 4, please explain it here.

Would like to see more programs for seniors classes, pottery, etc. Would like to see pool open
until end of September,
Rec Center: Hip Abduction Booth, Torso Rotation Machine, Glut Machine, Leg Curls Machine, Pull
up Machine with Counter weight.
Connectivity (is almost non-existent)
It would be nice to bring back leaf removal service and chopping (?) removal service.
-

We need to maintain and put back over protection for the streams, especially the upper part of
streams where they emerge with buffering before stream banks for the purpose of stream quality
and quantity.
Need to adopt regulations use of green storm water management practices wherever possible.
Route 8 crazy traffic & winding, hilly roads without bike paths make cycling dangerous. Control of
aggressive drivers.
Would like to see an EMS base.
We beed more outdoor recreation opportunities the yoga, pilates, tai-chi are a good start
maybe some martial art classes (aikido, karate, etc).
Residents that have a business in Hampton or neighboring Townships should not be allowed to
take their garbage or recycling home every week and fill up their household recycling and garbage
bins for pick up.
I feel bad that the deer population keeps ravishing my flowers and bushes. Been here 50 years so I
can’t change to something they don’t like. Is there a way to control the deer population?
I’m concerned about the heavy rains and extra drainage into the streams due to more housing
developments. Global warning, erosion problems, McCaslin’s Creek.
Proximity to restaurants, cafes, bookstores, music venues, farm stands (4). Free neighborhood
community activities (4). Senior programs I assistance (4).
Roadside maintenance is less than acceptable. Hampton extends on the other side of Rt 8. Cut
brush away from guardrails trash (larger) cut branches away from roadsigns cut growth growing
on roadsides over white lines Mt Royal and Duncan are state roads but they run through Hampton
please maintain better. Clean trash across from Hart’s Run on Route 8.
We really need to make our neighborhoods more safe. We build here in 1975 my husband cleared
the nuisance trees on our lot guy next door did after he asked my husband what he was doing.
Other next door neighbor was interested in what we were doing and why. My husband offered to
chainsaw here. She wanted to keep them for privacy. Now 46 year later they are lOOft (cannot
read the rest).
Residents need more very specific information about how to recycle properly, not only what to
recycle but what NOT to recycle.
I gave a rating of “3” to the items I don’t know enough about to weigh in.
Although listed in question 4, the lack of walkable and bikeable routes in the township is awful,
especially considering the lack of police presence to control speeding and unsafe driving in the
community.
Sidewalks in the community park. And then in all of the neighborhoods. It’s very dangerous to walk
on the streets in Hampton.
--

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

--

...
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Hampton Community Questionnaire
Question 5 Open-Ended Responses
We. like many others that have made improvements to our homes in our neighborhood, have found
it impossible to work with code enforcement office. We had several contractors that did excellent
work for friends in Treesdale say that they would not bid on our job because they found it so difficult
in Hampton. This drove up our prices, and is wholly unnecessary.
Township is allowing too many vacant commercial properties to exist (along Rt 8) rather than
working to have them filled by a new business or demolished.
It would have been nice to have a column “does not apply” (for instance I can’t say if I’m satisfied
with the fire department since I have never called them (thanksfully!)).
Community center employees leave a little to be desired. The Facilities Coordinator is very difficult
to work with and has prevented us from renting location multiple times because we didn’t want to
have to deal with her.
Need better business plans and incentives to avoid vacant commercial properties
I hate when you tar and stone the roads. Stop that terrible application.
I miss adult/family swim at HHS indoor pool. Bring it back please!!!
Need more sidewalks in residential neighbohoods to allow residents to walk among different
neighborhoods.
Fixing lights at Wildwood and Route 8. Change them so that up and down hill traffic are not running
at the same time to avoid left turn accidents.
N/A
Walk-friendly sidewalks, bike-friendly lanes all with dark-sky-friendly lighting at least on primary
areas such as Mt. Royal, Rt. 8, High/Middle School approaches.
More sidewalks, eg connecting nearby developments to Hartwood Acres
There should be more sidewalks/access to schools
A fitness trail would be a wonderful addition
certainly would be more safe than the current
“walking” trails
Would like to see a Lacrosse field in the park.
In terms of compliance with zoning ordinances, and as a person who works in many municipalities
in Western PA, I find the strict enforcement of many of our ordinances to the letter of the law
exceed the spirit of the ordinances enacted generally. I would characterize our township as one of
the most difficult to work with not a resident, but as a professional.
Youth Rugby through North Port United Rugby Club.
Just would like to reiterate having a strong focus on environmental sustainability and more safe
walking/biking options.
I wish there were trails that were easier to access, as well as more ability to bike places.
1) Topnick Drive NEEDS a sidewalk and permanent street lighting to connect the park and high
school with the middle school/Fridley Field primarily for SAFETY above all. This should not be
optional. It is negleciful of the township to not work this out to provide safety for its residents whose
students and families and guests attend MULTIPLE events that require traveling by foot between
the two venues. Lighting for football games only is NOT ENOUGH. This is a liability for the
township the way it exists and is an accident waiting to happen.
2) To have a top-notch park, it would be nice to have a dedicated walking/bike path around the
entire property area that extends into the green space to enjoy the entire park.
Upgrades at township pool to include better seating
We should be able to recycle glass. Perhaps the township can join another municipality to come up
with a solution!!!
--

--
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Question 5 Open-Ended Responses
need better leaf pick-up; need sidewalks in public places (silly that we live 7 minutes walking from
the school and kids have to take bus); need indoor community pool; insufficient private tennis and
swim lessons offered in the summer
I am unable to rate fiscal, police and fire due to lack of experience and knowledge. It all seems
good.
Revisit the ordinance around 5G cell phone towers that cause cancer in young children by
elementary schools.
The green spaces around the park are all mowed... .entire fields and large areas. So much is
unnecessary and wasteful. These could be habitats for wildlife. Meadows etc...
The past land use admin was unapproachable and show little ability to relate to residents and
developers and had an overall poor rapport with each. The rigidity the office, I feel, has stymied our
ability to attract business along the route 8 corridor. Why not have a message of “yes we are open
for business” instead of the past posture taken.
Educational and community development programs and shared music
Very poor EMS response- put on hold by 911 operator when my daughter had a seizure in 2014.
Hampton EMS has since been disbanded. We drove her to ER ourselves. Additionally, I wish
there was more community connectivity for walking. And more central business district. Rt. 8 is an
eye sore and really takes away from the desirability of our community.
I feel the intersection at Wildwood & Rte 8 is dangerous for people turning south from the
McDonald’s side because you can’t see the vehicles driving up Wildwood until the last second. I
sometimes make a big circle driving through the school lots and turning right to get back to Rte 8,
just to avoid the danger. I’m guessing Wildwood is a state road. Perhaps Hampton could work with
the state to purchase that empty corner lot and improve the visibility of east-bound traffic on
Wildwood.
Ordinances for clean property that are enforced. Old buildings that are unsafe and falling down
need torn down. Junk,garbage. It doesn’t cost money to be clean and take care of the home and
property
I would like to see some sort of sidewalk system in place on major roads (like Wildwood extension)
so that one could safely walk from neighborhood to neighborhood and to the high school. I believe
Wexford is currently installing such a sidewalk system. Richard has a great sidewalk system in
place at Grandview Estates. This affords more opportunity for exercise without having to get in
your car and drive to the Community Park or Hartwood Acres.
Cars constantly speed up in our little community (The Hemlocks).
Lower taxes
not enough affordable housing for senior (elderly) citizens. No diversity in housing costs
Code and zoning is over the top and prevents businesses from wanting to come into Hampton.
You cannot walk or bike around Hampton without being on a road. Not sure how anyone can say
that’s a good thing.
Increase in population and auto traffic and very little progress to remedy problem intersections,
whether it be state, county or local responsibility.
Not much for adults who work full time, pool hours need improvement, need some adult lifeguards,
more evening & daytime programs for adults.
Township should have leaf pick up in the fall. More enforcement on loud souped-up vehicles on
side roads at odd hours
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I have wondered why we don’t have leaf piles picked up from the curb like other townships in the
area. I have a lot of trees and nowhere to dump them and have been told to plastic bag them for
pick up by Waste Management. One Thursday a month bag pick up isn’t sufficient.
Cleanliness of private properties. Like keeping you lawn cut and yard free of garbage, garbage
cans, old broken down cars etc... some properties look awful. There is no excuse for not keeping
your property clean and neat!
Public Transportation is terrible. Bikers on winding, narrow roads are a hazard... need to have
specific bike routes.
Too much salt on the roads when they are just calling for a dusting. Too much salt in general.
1. Registered non-profit organizations, regardless of sizes, should be required to maintain their non
profit status to collect fees and donations from their members.
2. Idle engine running time should be limited to no more than 5 minutes at every school parking lot
during pick-up time.
3. Renovation is needed for the high school indoor pool (ventilation).
4. Chickens and scoops should be allowed on properties of I acre or more.
5. Small scale station for local plastic recycling (preciousplastic.com)
6. Township shuttles to commuters’ bus stops.
need a place to be able to take unlimited recycling, and or waste. WM pick ups are limited.
If you don’t have a car in Hampton you don’t have any quality of life. We need sidewalks and public
transport. How about a community bus to take people especially older kids to the library to the
grocery store to the pool. With a car one rarely would need to leave the township, without a car one
must walk along a double yellow lined road to get anywhere. I have seen a lot of turn only lanes
created for access to route 8 and they are welcome improvements. Maybe we could look at ways
to make the area less car-centric.
Tree management around power lines, not sure whose responsibility that is.
Route 8 © Wildwood intersection when accessing route 8 from wildwood road. Turning lanes are
needed.
I always feel unknowing of where our tax money is being used. I would like to know and have an
input in our financial decisions. Please announce this in a publication. I’ve wanted to have coffee
with the township staff but it is during a weekday morning. Most of us parents are at work then. It’s
an inconvenient time. Can you schedule it quarterly in the evening?
N/A
There should be more sidewalks. More bike routes. Less utility poles and more underground
energy / phone / cable distribution. The aspect of our roads are old, aged and poluted with
thousend cables, old poles, old properties not well kept
It’s a shame we did not have an ordinance for sidewalks a long time ago.
My family would love to be able to have chickens on our property. Based on our acreage (2+ acres)
this is not an option for us and something we don’t agree with.
I think a bike lane and/or path connecting to Allegheny river path downtown would a nice feature.
Glass recycling would be nice too
cleaning up of the route 8 corridor. Looks like we live in a poor area.
The appearance of the Route 8 corridor could use a face lift.
This is pretty specific but I wish there was better visibility on West Hardies by Wickline. Maybe a
mirror to see over the hill.
Quality of roads not under township control makes it very difficult to bike places
4
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Not willing to come alongside resident water issues. Water from neighbors coming into our
property.
Outdoor pickleball courts, better fishing opportunities
The Rachel Carson trail is in bad shape. It would be great to have a running trail that is in good
shape (paved and not a ton of pot holes).
I think the township is extremely difficult to work with to get approval for home repairs,
improvements, additions, etc.. Much more stringent than other townships. I’ve even add
contractors tell me they will not do any type of work in the township because of how difficult it is. I
have not made several improvements we wanted to make because of the difficulties.
We desperately need sidewalks and lights in our park. It is dangerous to walk in the park now.
Have often felt that township (esp. zoning and/or rec-park)
officials have treated residents as if they are the enemy or out to wreck township. Actually, we pay
into this!
It would be great to have more sidewalk community options or walking/biking trails like a lot of other
communities where I’ve lived. Not sure this is possible with the infrastructure and the way it’s been
set up.
The pool area could use updating. The locker room needs completely revamped to become more
sanitary.
Let’s secure some lifeguards so that indoor swimming can begin this winter.
Love everything about the police, road crews, community workers. Community and township are
great! Pool is amazing as us the playground. Fourth of July and farmers market, best ever!

The only true concern I have is the ease of using the community center. Just using a room for a
casual conversation or meeting is so prohibited. Using the gym or having the kids just play pick up,
10 and up, is always met with yelling and hollering from staff. Always am asked to leave if I’m
talking in a space.
It’s a beautiful facility with so much room. Always making people and families and kids feel
unwelcome is terrible. Even if we pay open gym fees, we are asked to leave after an hour. You are
discouraging families and kids from being active. True disservice, time to change the strict rules
and the guard.
The community center should be a safe haven and open ark facility where everyone is welcome
and encouraged to be there. Highly recommend looking at the staff who are negative and have
them become an ambassador for all who walk in. Good luck!
Your township Assistant Manager is amazing ! And you’re entire police department and fire are top
notch!
Would like to have more visibility or offerings for young families w/ or w/o children. We travel to
Shaler and Pine Richland often for their events/festivities that are family and community centered.
We love going to the new water sprinkler park in pine and this weekend we are going to shaler’s
homecoming parade. We attend Shaler library every Friday, they have a wonderful children’s
program. Would like to see more or these things in our community
Read above. Save Hardies lake
our community lacks sidewalks. we need at the least sidewalks connecting the high school to the
football field. There also needs to be sidewalks on school road and wildwood ext.
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conflicts of interest in our local government. In addition, the various township boards do not appear
to be staffed by the most qualified individuals. I’ve personally witnessed board members make
statements that are completely false and insist they’re true at meetings. Some of the people on
these committees do not appear to be qualified or knowledgeable and do not give the impression of
having residents’ best interests as a focus. There is no transparency as to: qualifications required to
serve on the committees, who are the applicants, how are board members chosen/by whom are
they chosen. There is also no transparency in the zoning process because there are numerous
glaring and obvious conflicts of interest, particularly in engineering concerns. It may not be accurate
but Hampton Township certainly has a reputation for always allowing residential development no
matter how harmful it may be to existing residents’ property. There is a public perception that
additional tax dollars are all the Township cares about, despite the fact that those tax dollars don’t
come close to covering the additional costs of that new development as far as the wear and tear on
roads, additional students in our schools, stormwater and flooding problems, traffic congestion,
public safety issues, etc.
Another glaring example of poor fiscal management is how the Township generally accepts
responsibility for stormwater retention ponds in new development so that all taxpayers are
responsible for maintenance and upkeep costs. That’s extremely irresponsible and should never be
a cost absorbed by taxpayers whatsoever. It should be solely borne by developers, builders and
homeowners/HOA of new developments. Taxpayers should never foot the bill to protect our existing
homes from new development, nor should we be subsidizing new development in any way. It’s
particularly hypocritical because while the HTSD is extremely fiscally responsible to all residents,
the Township itself unduly burdens residents with unnecessary costs. For example, the YMCA
BASE program for HTSD students is extremely expensive compared to what the same program
costs in neighboring districts; the reason for this is because HTSD charges the YMCA to “rent”
space at HMS for the BASE program and charges YMCA for use of busses, while most districts do
not charge YMCA. The explanation from HTSD is that it’s not right for taxpayers to subsidize
childcare for select families, which is fine. The Township needs to learn from HTSD’s example
because nobody should be subsidizing the costs of new development so that select residents can
afford build/own a new home thanks to taxpayers footing the bill for environmental concerns,
I’m very happy wfth the quality of the Hampton schools. I do wish they started teaching foreign
languages earlier. Research indicates that most language development happens at a very young
age.
Re: recycling, I’m currently satisfied but will be very disappointed if we lose glass recycling like so
many other areas. Would also love to see a composting pickup option added.
Over the years, I have heard many residents complain about their difficulties with the township
especially with building permits.
Add disc golf because there is not one in or close to Hampton Twp.
I would LOVE street lamps!!! It is soooooo dark at night and since a lot of the houses are older
there are no lamp posts in people’s yards and no streetlights either. I also wish there was a longer
walk way on McCuIIy by the high school. If the walk way was extended all the way to Greengrove
then you could avoid having to walk on McCully which would help even a little since McCully is so
busy and not pedestrian friendly.
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School hours are VERY POOR for families with two working parents. There seems to be a baked
in expectation that all residence have one none working parent available to accommodate early
dismissal, short / partial day schedules. Its a well enough known fact I’ve heard it discussed as a
deterrent to people moving to the area.
--

Lack of dedicated, middle, possibly 5th, turning lanes on RT. 8. Shopping and traffic could be
significantly eased if there wasn’t so much frequent stoppage of the left lane for turning traffic.
--

General upkeep and maintenance of infrastructure seems to be falling off. It increasingly appears
there was a one time investment in infrastructure then a bleeding off of that value through lack of
upkeep maintenance.
Zoning rules are prohibiting investment in hampton
The programs offered by this township are very poor in comparison to neighboring districts of Fox
Chapel and Cranberry
Please stop building new housing plans. We have enough! The houses are being built on top of
each other and taking away from the beauty of our community. Not every piece of empty land
needs to be destroyed. One of the nicest features of this community is that the houses in
neighborhoods are unique and not on top of each other. Unfortunately this has changed over the
past decade. Houses and plans being built anywhere there is a free green space. It’s a shame to
see!
I wish that yard waste was collected more frequently than once/month. Ideally it would be collected
every week, but a more practical alternative would be every other week.
Uphold the zoning laws, stop giving exemptions or waivers to developers!
--

I like having small neighborhoods, I do not want my neighborhood connected to other ones nearby.
We need to do more to attract quality restaurants and stores on RT 8.
Not enough dining options
Traffic problems on Wildwood Road and Route 8 are becoming increasingly worse.
It would be fantastic if we had walking! running trails that extend close to our houses so that we can
start running safely from near our door, and continue running towards the parks.
Need to make residents more aware of the invasive species (Japanese Stiltgrass, Garlic Mustard,
Knotweed...) that people just let take over their yards and encroach into natural areas.
I moved from the city where there is bike lines everywhere. I do not believe they belong out in
suburbs so much. I really hope Hampton does not put bike lines everywhere like the city has.
I like not being too built up with mcmansion type neighborhoods. Developers staying in check so we
don’t end up like Pine township where green space is being decimated.
Not very impressed on the Assistant Township Manager’s non-responsiveness.
It would be wonderful to have a curbside leaf removal truck.
I wish there were sidewalks in our community.
The zoning and ordinances are absolutely rediculous in Hampton and it is not attractive to new
businesses
The politics involved with the organized baseball and soccer are disgusting. My kids play
competitively for other areas.
Enforcement of fireworks policies on random days that are not holidays
7
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Lack of after school child care is a big drawback
Rt 8 corridor needs to attract good restaurants and shopping. There are more pizza and auto
places than a community like ours would ever need. It all needs renovated.
Safety of the baseball fields. Need safety nets!
Neighborhood roads are in need of some repair.
Sports available for youths not easy to find. Different clubs at all levels very hard for new and
existing residence to find info on and options. These should be clearly listed in one spot online. If
there are different clubs options for the same sports those should all be listed. All children should
be given the same opportunities meaning better teams should not be decided by whom you know
rather by talent. Or This could be avoided by mixing teams with kids of all skill levels. This may
not apply to all sports but lye seen it happen.
The township can be a little difficult to work with. I respect that they have to keep everything
organized and make sure rules are followed.
Too many rules codes etc. people don’t want to move to Hampton. Businesses don’t want to move
to the township. People are reluctant to do projects in and around their homes because of the strict
rules, zoning, ordinances etc. that aren’t necessary, are overburdensome, and restrict growth of
the community.
Indoor pool
More adult group activities
There shouki be sidewalks to promote walking and biking throughout the community.
-

Hampton has a horrible reputation of being difficult to work with on zoning, codes and development.
New business development for the township especially RT 8 corrida has not been forward thinking.
The # of empty lots/buildings, old buildings, auto repair shops, & fast food joints make our area look
downtrodden & poor.
Our community center is greatly underutilized. The classrooms sit empty day after day.. .the rental
prices are very high for well intentioned instructors to pay. There is a great emphasis on education
in K-12...but learning is a lifetime event..more opportunities for us all is what we need to grow and
thrive.
Our streets are not taking care of and there is no tax relief.
Very much against seniors paying to walk around community center indoor track.
Road connectivity is good but walkability could use improvement safe paths from park to
mcdonalds along busy roads like wildwood road and mcculley. a town i lived in previously got
federal grants for them safe walk to school grants i believe, in that district students walked to
school if they lived within .5 miles of school= could save bussing.
I would like to see some activities for older adults, both indoor and outdoor.
Maybe have classes of interest to adult residents in the High school in off school hours.
Definitely need more sidewalks in neighborhoods
Bike lanes and walking/running lanes.
Township should plow private roads!
Better management of weed control and unkempt, littered properties.
Hampton Township needs to control the deer population for residential neighborhoods and not just
for Hampton Park. I am stressed every time I drive out of my residential plan. Please take
responsibility and approve a deer culling program such as a controlled archery hunt such as Fox
Chapel an Mt. Lebanon successfully do.
-

-
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I love having a library but am sad that ours is not up to level of surrounding or similar communities.
This was listed in #4 (sort of); but very sad to live in a community with private roads. We pay taxes
also..
A per bag garbage option
Unfortunate that swim lessons are listed but can’t be registered for due to lack of teacher
We would like the few buildings on Route 8 that are not occupied to either be demolished or rented
and occupied.
We do not need any more development of apartments within the township. we do not want to
become Cranberry.
Prior code enforcement officer was not at all easy to get along with. When a toilet placement at the
NAPA store was within 2 inches and he made the contractor rip it out was ridiculous. Other stories
are well known about garden shed placements and his edicts on gutter discharges.
Township should take lead in leaf pickup
We have found that the permit and zoning office tends to be unhelpful. There always seems to be
a negative reaction to any resident trying to improve property. It’s extremely hard and frustrating
when trying to communicate with the township about trying to update and improve property. There
are dilapidated properties all over the township yet when someone tries to improve their own
property we are treated like criminals. Why doesn’t the township spend time trying to have those
who own the dilapidated properties upkeep them? It’s extremely hard to find contractors that are
willing to perform work in Hampton due to how impossible it is to work with the zoning and permit
offices. We understand the township is trying to keep a tight leash on contractors and the work
they do as well as the homeowners but it’s extremely frustrating when we are trying to improve our
properties and follow the rules and are still treated poorly.
Would love leaf collection like they have in Fox Chapel and Oakmont in the fall
Services for seniors in our Township!
I really wish we had curbside leaf vacuum cleanup like Fox Chapel does. It costs me $1 k every year
to clean up and dispose of the leaf volume in my yard.
there is not sufficient access to an indoor pool. Seniors like to swim in the day. Even evening pool
hours are much to limited for families and lap swimmers. if HS pool unavailable then build and
indoor pool. There is always an excuse and never progress in this area. Recreational activities
and exercise classes need to be increased as well, day and night. Another dance room would be
helpful.
There needs to be a lighted walkway that connects community park with Fridley field. It would make
the entire area included and safe.
You take your life in your hands if you try to bicycle on local roads. This is a disappointment.
Leaking rooftops of facilities
Additional ball fields are necessary to accommodate community baseball teams. Finding fields for
teams to practice has always been an issue when my children were growing up and playing
community baseball/softball. Often my husband, as a coach, would have to utilize parking lots, or
coordinate with neighboring communities like Shaler to hve access to ball fields for practice. Much
work also needs to be done to the field behind the tennis courts near the pool.
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Leaf Collection: Hampton should have a Vactor truck that is used to collect leaves in the fall.
Residents could pile unbagged leaves at the curb on the designated days. The Vactor truck would
be used to collect the leaves by vacuuming them up. Collected leaves could be dumped in a pile
on township property and used to make mulch. Hampton residents could go to the mulch pile in the
spring to collect the leaf mulch. The truck could be used to clean storm sewers and manholes.
Surrounding communities offer this service>
I’m extremely disappointed at the condition of the Irma Kost Nature Preserve. What
happened?!?!?!?! I know that the storms were bad last year, but don’t we care about it enough to
rally a task force? I propose that we do!
How about more adult leagues? We do so much for the kids here that the adults end up being
agents, shuttle drivers and Cruise directors, with little to no fun really for the parents. Art classes,
cafe, preschool, classes on sustainability, why don’t we compost in our township?
The township uses way to much salt on the roads in the winter. That’s why I said I am not happy
with the road clearing in the winter. As far as road maintenance is concerned some neighborhoods
are always left behind. Roads are patched instead of being repaved. Old cable guard rail bent and
falling down in my neighborhood and it’s been like that for 30 years. I believe that it is a safety
issue.
I have been impressed with the processes the Council has initiated over the last 1-2 years, to
engage residents in municipal governance. Too often see developers/industry walk into a
community and say, in effect: “give us X (e.g. tenets of a zoning ordinance, variances on an
ordinance), or else we will sue you” and municipal decision makers run scared and make policy
solely on the basis of feared expense, ignoring what is in the interests of the community residents.
I am hopeful that the processes used to formulate the new Comprehensive Plan, and related
municipal activities, can help to bring people together and help to create shared understanding
around what we are willing to stand up for... even if it is costly. I don’t want to live in a community
that won’t stand up for what its residents believe is important.
road maintenance
if you have a ten year paving plan for our streets, please publish the tentative
street timelines with appropriate qualifiers..., one year out isn’t enough and other paving
projects/utilities need to plan too.
Road safety. We need more traffic lights in heavily traveled intersections.
Hampton has a negative image for it’s zoning requirements and barriers with builders, realtors, and
home owners.
Hartwood is being over used. Maybe smaller concert (smaller lesser known entertainers maybe).
Need to keep its use reasonable.
Control of deer over- population. Many neighbors have had lyme disease and there is an increased
risk of motor vehicle accidents the more deer there are.
Also, can a left turn arrow be installed at the intersection of Rt 8 and Wildwood Road; when you exit
the parking lot by Aldi’s onto Wildwood Rd Ext it is very dangerous to make a left onto Rt 8 as the
approaching cars are coming up a steep hill. It would be good to have a left turn arrow for those
drivers as well.
Quit raising taxes with nothing to show for it! What will are increase in taxes do for us?
New council members are not fiscally conservative and fear high rise in taxes
Keeping a quiet safe community
---
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Question 5 Open-Ended Responses
On street leaf removal would be a great new township benefit as well as more frequent yard waste
removal. The pool needs a separate baby pool as currently baby ‘waste’ floats into the pool so I
won’t use the facility, It would also be nice to have several outside Pickelball courts
The zoning laws for putting a shed on a property do not make sense. It should not be so difficult to
add a utility shed to your own property. Most people are trying to enhance the look of their property.
You need code officials who actually talk to the tax payers. On more than one occasion your code
“God” refused to speak to myself and others when trying to make our home and community better.
He and whomever is taking over should be able to actually have kind conversations with those of us
who live here.
NA
Like other areas surrounding us, we should have a leave pick up; we drag them to the street and a
sweeper picks them up.
Attractive business and district zoning.
There should be pick up service for the fall leaves.
The rampant deer population must be addressed!
Control of deer; autumn leaf curb pickup like other townships
Route 8: need more stores, restaurants. Less banks, hair salons, auto part stores. Some buildings
on route 8 should be torn down, like the half built block one by Wildwood rd.
Woodland road is a mess. It is a major connection to Hartwood Get it paved. It really sucks right
now!!!!
I hope water quality, disaster readiness, and sustainable energy incentives are on the docket of the
town council. I also wish we had more affordable housing incentives.
There are a lot of great programs for older adults within the township. There are not a lot of those
options for adults with children, nor the children.
It is too bad we didn’t do side walks in all the plans. Have to walk in the street with the traffic. Biking
is not safe in Hampton. Pittsburgh is demonstrating progressive ways to address this spend time
in North Park or the City on my bike...
-
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Question 5 Open-Ended Responses
1. I would like the Township to closely examine whether there are distinct areas within the township
that would greatly benefit from additional safe pedestrian and/or bike paths. Are there public transit
portals without safe pedestrian access to and from those portals (thereby impairing public transit
use)? Are there stores that would benefit from increased pedestrian access? Do kids walk to
Starbucks or McDonalds from the school? Do people want to walk to Aldis? Can we improve
pedestrian connections to neighborhoods adjacent to school and township property? Between
school and township property? I don’t know if pedestrian access along the length of the
commercial RT8 corridor is possible or safe, but the ability to walk from an auto service center to
Panera, etc. would be beneficial. Consider better connectivity from the growing higher density
residential sites along RT 8 to nearby stores. I won’t let our kids walk to Wagner’s Market or to
adjacent neighborhoods, but with safe pedestrian access, I would.
2. The Township and related organizations have improved various aspects of the community park
in recent years new playground, tennis court refurb, baseball and softball field improvements;
stormwater management; pool. It is time to address and improve the remaining sports fields at
Meadow and the main field near the community center that were never established as proper sports
fields. Consider improving access to the green space beyond Meadow field. Has the Township
ever planned for further development and better access to the land to the north of the pool?
Improvements to these areas could be designed in part to improve the McCaskin Run and
Gourdhead Run watersheds.
-

Home prices in Hampton are outrageous. Try finding a starter 3 bedroom home big enough for a 4
person family under 250,000. I’ve seen townhomes listed at 275,000. It’s ridiculous and it prices
many people out of home ownership here. It’s a hardship for me as I divorced after my children
were established in the schools and now I’m tied here whether I can find more affordable housing
elsewhere or not.
We would like to make additions to our home, but have heard that the township is a giant pain to
work with.
Sidewalks and walking accessibility could be improved
Community is not walkable (there are no sidewalks in almost all of the city). Let alone bikeable.
Public transport is poor to non-existant. I’ve lived in Europe; I find this very sad.
The community pool staff is very rigid and not community-friendly. The environment does not
encourage young kids to grow up in the pool then want to be on the swim team and lifeguard there.
I strongly believe as a parent that there needs to be more honest and open communication and
flexibility on the part of the pool staff. I know some folks are hesitant to even raise such concerns
for fear of ‘backlash’ against the swim team(s) or teen lifeguards.
Trails, sidewalks and more accessible activities would make Hampton a hugely attractive town
Would love to see sidewalk on McCuIIy
There seems to be many sports opportunities for boys of all ages groups, but very little for girls
younger than middle/high school (unless they want to play soccer, which seems they must play all
year round to actually learn skills)
I see a lot of people walking along route 8. I think sidewalks should be put in to make it safer for
pedestrians
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Question 5 Open-Ended Responses
I do not think the Township is fiscally reponsible. For example the small lake that was put in at the
corner of Duncan and Route 8 was overpriced. I would love to see a line-item budget of that project.
For projects where the Township has paid for concrete service, again I would go as far to say
there could even be corruption and the greasing of pockets. Yet, the entrance to the high school
parking lot is a total nightmare. How many people have fallen in those gigantic pot holes is a crime.
The entire sides of the roads are crumbling. The pathway from McCully along the balifield is a joke
for students who are on Track, walk to nearby neighborhoods or the many residents who use that
path to access the park system. There should be lights and a good, smooth, paved trail system
there that leads to a SAFE access of the high school. However, so much was spent on putting in
that corner park area that I have never seen one person walk. Furthermore, during heavy
rainstorms, the footbridges are flooded and overcome with debris! I would not be surprised if there
is fiscal irresponsibility at the Township managerial level.
The road in front of my home was repacked several years ago. My house is the low house on my
side of the street. There were no provisions made for rain runoff or snow melt. This has caused my
front yard to flood during heavy rainfalls and to have massive amounts of ice in front of my mailbox
in the winter. This affects my elderly neighbors who live across from me as well. This did not
happen prior to the street being paved. I spoke with someone in the Township office awhile ago. As
far as I know, no one has ever checked into the situation. We need something to direct runoff to the
nearby catch basins
Since a newer plan was put in above our neighborhood, flooding has been a bigger problem. No
officials care. No curbs were added when our street was paved to help. The storm drains constantly
overflow. But if a neighbor puts up a retaining wall they have to get a topographical survey because
they might effect draining waters. It’s a joke and it’s all about money.
We have a huge water run off problem at Harts Run and Sunnyfield. I have asked for help from
Penndot, Hampton water, and the township and nothing has been done. When I bought this home I
was told that the ditches around my property were maintained by pen dot but no one has
maintained the ditch except my 80 year old neighbor. I have kids and my husband and I both work
so we cannot scoop out this ditch every time it rains. I feel very upset that nothing has been done
about the flooding of Harts Run in all this time. It is destroying my property. Also the water floods in
the winter and turns to a large sheet of ice. So what if someone hits me while I am backing out of
my driveway and my kids are in the car. My neighbors have also complained and nothing has been
done. The storm drain at the end of our driveway also needs to be replaced and I am worried about
my car falling in there one of these days. Penndot said they would replace that but it’s been not
been done. I wish I had names of all the people who have stopped by but I am very busy and do
not have time to write up a guest book for all the visitors to our neighborhood ditch.. .maybe the
township could help me out by advocating and speaking with my neighbors also about a solution. I
would not have bought this home if I had known this ditch was not going to maintained at all.
Otherwise my family enjoys Hampton twp very much.
I believe that there should be more communication between the schools, township and sports
associations to improve field conditions for rec groups.
I am unclear about how effective the recycling is after it leaves our house. Also, would love more
sidewalks and bike trails.
Lack of sidewalks is disappointing compared to other places I’ve lived
Number and diversity of restaurants are too limited
-
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Question 5 Open-Ended Responses
I would like to see some effort to control the deer population.
Fall collection of leaves from the curb of residences like they have in other excellent communities
such as Oakmont.
Walkability is very poor. Most neighborhoods do not have sidewalks. Many major roads do not
even have a shoulder or sidewalks which makes them terrible for biking or walking (like Middle
Road for example)
Green solutions for maintaining roads and green spaces should be explored.
There is no established walking or biking trail through the school! community area. I just saw pine
richland installing a wide path to the highschool on some very rural roads and surrounding areas. I
would never allow my kids to ride bikes or walk the I mile stretch from wildwood ext to community
area because its so dangerous A permanent path seems rather inexpensive in comparison to the
numerous well funded baseball fields that occupy a large portion of the common areas. Also lighting
along road seems reasonable with the advancements of LED and solar fixtures.
.

I think that there is a great need for nature and green spaces that would not include more housing
development
Hampton needs to be stricter on outside appearance of homes and lawns as well as people parking
on residential!dead end roads. Too many cars on residential roads overnight and all day long. Too
many houses looking run down and lawns and shrubs looking out of control. For a township that is
so strict on building new developments, they certainly are lenient in existing houses and lawns and
their outside appearance as well as vehicles parked on street. We would not be focusing on the
new construction but rather the existing structures that look horrid.
Township reaction to neighbor concerns. We have been treated unfairly by the township because
our neighbors know people working in the township.
Some frustration with the laws regarding burning and fires. It is disappointing that fires are
permitted when the smoke is detrimental to the health of those living around said fires.
The quality of education has gone down over the years. For the amount of school taxes we pay it
should be far better. Back to basics and truth.
Dangerous for students and also guests to walk between Hampton High School and Fridley Field
for various practices and sports games, band, etc. Need year round, permanent lighting and a
paved path or sidewalk all the way between the schools. Since the road between the schools is on
Twp property, the township has a liability and needs to get this fixed. Not only is it a matter of
safety, it is embarrassing when family and folks from other districts arrive to events at the field that
require a shuttle or a makeshift pathway with temporary lighting in what is supposed to be a top
notch township and school district.
Unhappy that current council raised taxes.
Community CTR poor programming compared to bordering townships
Cost of renting in the community center is unreasonable
Stop catering to the yuppy people. Keep it comfortable for the aging community.
Zoning laws regarding bee keeping and farming aspects are too restrictive.
More police presence. Lack of follow up with recent car break ins.
Yard waste recycling is inadequate. Should be weekly at least 9 months of the year. McCandless
has it weekly. Way too much recyclable yard waste ends up in regular trash due to insufficient and
unreliable once month summer only pick up.
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Question 5 Open-Ended Responses
The pool has really slipped in care. The management staff is very poor and have overafl bad
attitudes. Last week during a thunder delay, the manager (young man) acted annoyed that we were
there then the guards proceeded to play football leaving the bathrooms smelling terribly. Poorly run,
not paying again for membership next year to be treated so poorly, and we are residents.

1. There are no public transportation options... or extremely poor ones 2. Taxes are ridiculous, bring
in businesses that help the tax roles, not car parts stores 3. When inspectors try to cite you for an
invisible fence... underground... that has been on your property for 20+ years, they need something
else to do
Private roads need to be looked at for snow removal. The reasoning is absurd.
Way too much emphasis on enforcing zoning rules at time of home sale. This should be eliminated.
I wish the path from the high school/community center to the middle school/Fridley field was a
paved

sidewalk

mop

Township uses wayyyyyyy to much salt in the winter. Also, the township is overly restrictive on
homeowners trying to make property improvements.
Middle road often has bicyclists on it and there are many blind spots, old sign posts, damaged
guard rails and narrow areas that make Middle Road scary.
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Q6 A previous comprehensive plan update and contemporary
conversations with Township officials suggest some issues that may be
important to residents. Please rank the following issues, with I being very
important and 5 being not important. If an important issue is not listed,
you’ll have the chance to tell us about it in the next question.
Answered: 908

Skipped: 3
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Hampton Township Community Quality of Life Questionnaire

Q7 Does Hampton Township have other issues that are important to you
but not listed in Question 6? Please explain.
Answered: 247

Skipped: 664
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Hampton Community Questionnaire
Question 7 Open-Ended Responses
Does Hampton Township have other issues that are important to you but not listed in
Question 7? Please explain.
Can something be done with the Wildwood / Route 8 intersection? Too much traffic, dangerous
turns.
The intersection of Wildwood and Route 8 absolutely must be widened to accommodate turning
lanes both ways on Wildwood. In the interim, Wildwood headed east and Wildwood headed west
should have separate lights. This is probably a state issue but Hampton has to apply their (cannot
read) to get it done. All businesses at that intersection will have to surrender portions of their
properties to get the problem rectified.
What public transportation? One Mt Royal Bus and One Butler Bus.
Tight regulations to control fracking which should be a priority. The Hearing Zoning Board should be
more involved and compassionate when working with EAC and Council, where compliances and
ordinances are voted and where plans are then improved. If developer is good with process, he can
ask (eligible) otherwise developer shall to be allowed to go there.
Control traffic off Route 8 into residential neighborhoods (need more signage and lights). The speed
limit needs to be reduced in the Route 8 business area.
The Pittsburgh Left!
We had three ambulances and now we are down to one, which we have to share with Shaler.
Regulations are not being followed by all residents, such as house numbers being visible on all hoes
and the outdoor fire (only small fires for recreation)
Access to McKnight Rd and downtown, as well as Route 8 North to Butler and South towards
Pittsburgh.
Better mix of businesses
Really need this no bus service on Middle Road, which we had this is a country road. We need
to pass the tree ordinance about deadly dangerous nuisance trees.
I would like to see a full day kindergarten program made available
“Smart” traffic lights along route 8. Also, please raise the building standards so that bland, simpleconcrete-block buildings are
dis-allowed. Improve aesthetic requirements for buildings and landscape.
Would like to see use of railroad lines for access to downtown Pgh.
Would like to see a better pathway connection from the school buildings to the community center
offerings and to the Stadium.
Would like biking access within community, particularly from north park to community center
area/schools.
Education, especially early childhood and child care programs
1) Consideration of path (possibly lighted) between Middle School and High School and from Middle
School to Route 8.
2) Consideration of new signal with left arrows at the intersection of Wildwood and Route 8 turning
onto Route 8 from Wildwood and Wildwood Road Ext.
-

-

--

--
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Hampton Community Questionnaire
Question 7 Open-Ended Responses
The issue of safety/health, particularly among our school-aged residents, cannot be emphasized
enough. I raised three children in Hampton’s schools, and I feel strongly that 1) the schools are THE
crown jewel of the township, and must remain top-notch in order to sustain the community’s longterm viability; 2) as such, we have to face the fact that drug and addiction problems are there,
although often unseen; 3) a strong, ongoing drug/alcohol prevention program, in conjunction with
police, is needed more than ever to proactively, preemptively ensure that students are educated
about these issues, afforded opportunities for safe, open dialogue, and know how and where to find
help for addiction for oneself, a friend, or relative.
I do not want a cell phone tower placed across from Poff Elementary. I also do not want companies
to have the ability to apply to install cell phone towers where ever they want in the township without
regard to property owner rights.
Protection of open space and scenic resources needs to be taken very seriously. Our kids need us
to protect what little is left.
Traffic issues on wildwood road at montour. Taking a risk when turning left.
The rt 8 corridor is an eyesore. The township makes it difficult for businesses and restaurants to
occupy vacancies. Hampton lacks shopping and restaurants and we certainly do not need any more
automotive services or mattress retailers.
Better retail stores and better restaurants along route., not just fast food.
I greatly enjoy the July 3rd community day and fireworks event. Certainly keep that up!
Biggest issue is Route 8 which has many spots that are eyesores and/or spots that are dangerous to
travel. For a township with such nice neighborhoods and an excellent school district, Route 8 does
not match at all.
Recycling is an important issue to me that will come up soon, as well as controlling deer and rodent
population to reduce ticks proliferation.
Road safety issues dangerous intersections (especially Rte 8 & Wildwood Rd)
The noise on Rt 8, Middle Rd and the Turnpike. Petition to have “air-brakes prohibited” areas
posted.
Please fix the timing of the traffic light at Rte 8 & Wildwood Road Ext. Just let the cross traffic each
have it’s own turn. It’s very difficult to turn left onto route 8 from either side. I encourage you to try to
use it after any event at the middle & high schools and you’ll see how many times people feel forced
to turn when they really don’t have a safe opportunity to get across. It would make it so much safer.
Thanks.
We need more sidewalks and beautify route 8.
I understand the intersection of Rt 8 and wildwood ext is not a local twp road ways. It would be
fabulous if you would expand the lanes just like what was done at Rt 8 and Hardies road Does a
person need to be killed by a school bus to get it done ???
Route 8 is abysmal. Need to group together with surrounding communities and legislators to
address the blight and encouraging potential commercial development along route 8. This roadway
really needs a turning lane from Glenshaw to the Butler county line but probably not
economically/politically feasible.
Communication with state and county road crews for pot holes and snow removal when needed.
Diversity and inclusion (Very Important)
Rt 8 looks very dumpy. Too many auto parts stores. Not much variety
Bike lane on Middle Road, orat least better/clearer berm area for cyclists since regular distance bike
route
-

,

.
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Hampton Community Questionnaire
Question 7 Open-Ended Responses
Empty businesses on Rt 8 are an issues. Need to do more to have these spaces utilized and gain
more businesses. Hampton Township has a reputation of being hard to do business with. Need to
change that perception.
Traffic light at Wildwood extension & Route 8 needs to be safer & timing during rush hour needs
looked into
Electricity--repeated outages should be addressed. Perhaps it’s time to bury the lines.
The Wildwood Road and Route 8 intersection. It needs to change just like the Hardies and Route 8
intersection. Maybe if someone is killed it will!!! It’s hard to believe school buses use this everyday,
too. I have had and have seen so many close calls. Please work with the State and make this a
safe intersection before it’s too late.
The ordinance that prevents burning yard trimmings is not enforced by the police or township. This
will be why we move.
High school principal that slept her way into the job.
Dangerous intersection of Route 8 & Wildwood Road. There is a strong need to change the light at
that intersection.
Businesses and contractors complain regularly of how difficult it is to build in Hampton. They view
Hampton as prohibitive to meet codes and regulations when neighboring communities dont have
that level of restrictions or codes. Those communities are gaining huge retail and restaurant
business while we fall behind
Too many auto parts stores but zero Chick-Fil-A
Need for greater racial, ethnic, and immigrant diversity
1) Topnick Drive NEEDS a sidewalk and permanent street lighting to connect the park and high
school with the middle school/Fridley Field primarily for SAFETY above all. This should not be
optional. It is neglectful of the township to not work this out to provide safety for its residents whose
students and families and guests attend MULTIPLE events that require traveling by foot between the
two venues. Lighting for football games only is NOT ENOUGH. This is a liability for the township the
way it exists and is an accident waiting to happen.
2) To have a top-notch park, it would be nice to have a dedicated walking/bike path around the
entire property area that extends into the green space to enjoy the entire park.
--

We are very concerned about the possibility of a 5G wireless tower being placed across from Poff
Elementary where our children attend. We do not need these towers in our community that could
possibly affect the health of our residents.
No he retired!!!
We are no longer able to recycle glass. Also, there should be a policy about not building or
disturbing steep hillside due to erosion, and possible landslides.
Not particular to HT per Se, but the loss of power to residents connected to Harts Run Road power
lines can be an aggravating issue.
Hampton is missing a cute downtown with boutique shops and local restaurants.
The intersection of Wildwood and Route 8 needs a new light for those on Wildwood turning on to
Route 8. It is a very dangerous turn to make.
The traffic light at Route 8 and Wildwood Road is dangerous and needs a turning lane, as does
School Drive.
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Question 7 Open-Ended Responses
A. Electric lines on Harts Run Rd addressed as electric is frequently disrupted due to down wires.
B. Would like to see more combined services from neighboring townships, applaud EMS and
possible fire merging. Maintaining 130 municipalities and 40+ school districts increases
administrative staff is costly that may not improve quality of life.
C. Is there any interest in creating a community vegetable garden?
Just wanted to emphasize how important the look of Rt 8 is to the community. It is not looking great
and there are many vacant businesses or run down looking businesses and a lack of very specific
things that could really change the community for the better. It’s a very unattractive stretch of land
that is basically the “welcome” to the neighborhood. Even with the mix of businesses there is still a
lack of dining options, coffee shops, brunch locations, bookstores, independent shops, cafes, indoor
play facilities for children, etc.
fix all roads equally not just the ones with expensive houses
road crews do a great job clearing roads of snow but not fixing things because they aren’t allowed to
Specifically, I would like to see a turning light/lane from Wildwood onto Route 8.. .to many issues.
At both corners of Haberlein Rd and Meadow Ridge.. .these should be converted to 4 way stop
signs. There are two many kids in this area and drivers are either not stopping at the stop signs or
understand that this is a 2 way stop.
Hampton can be unnecessarily, very difficult to work with when selling a home. The dropping of the
zoning inspection was addition by subtraction.
Top Priority: Add left turn light to stop light at Wildwood-Route 8 intersection. Left turn light for
Wildwood. Urgent.
Intersection is a death trap.
Local, organic agricultural development
Township needs to care more about long term residents
communication and consistency amongst township officials in regards to obtaining permits. We have
been told conflicting infomation from multiple township officials in regards to what we are permitted
to do on our property to divert rainwater
Taxes
I feel the intersection at Wildwood & Rte 8 is dangerous for people turning south from the
McDonald’s side because you can’t see the vehicles driving up Wildwood until the last second. I
sometimes make a big circle driving through the school lots and turning right to get back to Rte 8,
just to avoid the danger. I’m guessing Wildwood is a state road. Perhaps Hampton could work with
the state to purchase that empty corner lot and improve the visibility of east-bound traffic on
Wildwood.
Route 8 needs more restaurants and businesses that are family friendly. Rt 8 has “tooth decay”.
Township officials make it too difficult for anyone who wants to build a new business building or
residentiai properties! Many builders get extremely frustrated with this township, and I know because
my family is in the real estate and development business.
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Traffic lights or stops signs need installed at congested intersections (example: Wildwood extension
and Middle Road intersection)
Also a turning lane needs installed at the intersection of Wildwood Road and Route 8 similar to the
turning lane that was installed on Route 8 and East Hardies Road after the fatal accident that
occurred there.
Rt 8 starting in shaler to Richland is a complete mess and an embarrassment to the twp! There have
been many opportunities for improvement but nothing has ever been done
Safety
Attract more upscale businesses/restaurants to the Rt 8 area near turnpike
We need our bus service back on Mt Royal!
Lowering taxes
YES! The intersection of Rt 8 and Wildwood Rd/Wildwood Rd Ext desperately needs a green arrow
light! Will it take a fatality to occur for the township to address the issue at this intersection?
allowing people to plow down trees for housing developments or hideous looking sports complex
There is public transportation? We had bus service into downtown Pittsburgh at one time, that was a
long time ago.
Need a full explanation of the new storm water ordinance; what services will be available for the tax
suggested? How much?
Intersection at Wildwood Rd and Rt 8 is very dangerous, needs better traffic lights containing
arrows.
Keeping private properties cleaned up and not looking like a dump!
Need more family dining options on Rt. 8.
1. Registered non-profit organizations, regardless of sizes, should be required to maintain their non
profit status to collect fees and donations from their members.
2. Idle engine running time should be limited to no more than 5 minutes at every school parking lot
during pick-up time.
3. Renovation is needed for the high school indoor pool (ventilation).
4. Chickens and scoops should be allowed on properties of I acre or more.
5. Small scale station for local plastic recycling (preciousplastic.com)
6. Township shuttles to commuters’ bus stops.
Please keep fracking out of Hampton
How many mechanic/tire shops do we really need? What about restaurants, turning lanes, cleaner
and more current plazas???
Yes I would like the indoor pool open at the high school. Pay the students more or give them
incentives to want to be a lifeguard there. Also the outdoor pool showers and bathroom is awful. We
pay attention to the middle school football field but not the aquatics indoor showers, and bathrooms.
N/A
Need turning lane on rte 8 badly
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There should be more sidewalks. More bike routes. Less utility poles and more underground energy
/ phone / cable distribution. The aspect of our roads are old, aged and poluted with thousend
cables, old poles, old properties not well kept.
Bikeability and sidewalks should also be developed. You must develop a bike corridor btw North
Park, Hartwood and the community! school area.
the code should start obliging properties to have sidewalks, always.
My street has not been resurfaced since 2001 and it needs done. 20 plus years is too long I think
no
There should be a green arrow by Wildwood and bp that intersection is dangerous. Thank you
Preserving natural habitats for wildlife
Updating Route 8- paved roads, underground power lines
Housing market is pricing out younger families with kids.
Restaurants More variety and higher end. No more subs and pizza and fast food!!!!
Excessive Duquesne power outages way too often!!
More stalls with more variety (like a meat vendor) in the farmers market would be nice.
I would like to see more non-chain restaurants and bars in the area.
There are way too many old, rundown, and!or unrented buildings on Rt. 8. More of an effort needs
to be made to bring it back to life!
The safety of the Wildwood Road / Route 8 intersection needs address. We need green arrows for
making turns from Wildwood onto Route 8.
Before and after school childcare
No
N/a
It does seem like we specialize in Dollar Stores and Tire/Auto places. Yet other diverse businesses
are hassled about signage & parking. Not very welcoming.
Lived on our street 25 .+ years. Needs repacked
Route 8 is unsafe and people will die due to accidents. There needs to be a concrete divider and
turn arounds with lights added.
The intersection of Wildwood and route 8 is a huge issue. The intersection of School Road and
Wildwood ext is another huge issue. Have see several accidents at those 2 intersections
Walking path in Hampton Community Park
Why do we only get really crappy businesses? Residents are disgusted to see things like another
auto parts store and a Dollar General going up in our neighborhood when neighboring communities
are attracting popular and useful new businesses like Chik Fil A, bakeries, Cracker Barrel,
boutiques, etc. I have friends with million dollar businesses who can’t afford to rent a storefront on Rt
8 in Hampton so we just get garbage chain stores that nobody wants or needs because no small
business can afford the overpriced leases and no popular chain needs to overpay when they could
go to Ross, Wexford, Pine, etc.
Route 8 corridor could and should be more attractive. Too many empty lots and poorly maintained
businesses
Roundabout needed at Mt. Royal and Duncan as well as Duncan and Ferguson
Hampton Township does not clear private, paved roads. If the Township is approving housing on
private paved roads, and collecting taxes from the residents, they should now start clearing those
roads.
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Question 7 Open-Ended Responses
Heroin and/or drug problem with the residents within the township. Particularly with the younger
generations. We are made aware of a number of deaths that occurred due to heroin overdoses.
The intersection of Route 8 and McCuIIy Road in my opinion is a SERIOUS accident waiting to
happen! Due to traffic congestion at Mt. Royal and Route 8 I am forced to take Craighead to McCully
to pick up my children, multiple times a day. Each and every time I am convinced that a distracted
driver is going to hit me at a high rate of speed as I wait to turn left onto McCulIy. I know there is a
pole that looks like a caution light was possibly going to be installed what happened?!? I know this
is a common concern for many this is not a matter of if a fatality happens there, but when.
-

-

-

There is little to no walk-ability / bike-ability and should be! Its a clearly “Car First” community in a
time where that is rapidly becoming out dated. If you are walking or biking your are doing so
practically in the road. Sidewalks? Bike lanes? Multi-purpose trails as recreations and commuting /
travel off of the main roads?
--

Where is the trail connectors even from the middle school to the community center. Even with an
area that should be 100% walk-able there are limitations. Especially in winter or poor weather.
Other concern about poor support of working parents could be reduced if there was better way for
kids to walk from middle school to community center after school.

--

Route8 and wildwood intersection needs widened and turning lanes. It is too congested especially
with school traffic
1) Electric service into our plan needs to be more reliable. We have lost power many times.
Although we know the township is not directly responsible, perhaps a better partnership with
Duquesne Light could be established to improve service.
Our community would have more dual income career families move into our area, but are choosing
Fox Chapel instead because of one simple factor... Fox Chapel offers kindergarten in an all day
setting, prepared and taught by teachers. We do not offer that for our children and families and it
does not support dual career households (teachers and doctors are my personal examples)
It would be great if you could alternate the east & west green lights at Wildwood Road and Route 8
so people could make a left without playing chicken with the oncoming traffic.
Ensuring our schools are always viewed a top education facility and individuals desire to have their
children attend our schools.
District officials seem difficult rather than purposefully helpful to residents
Traffic congestion has become a major issue between Rt. 8 @ Mt. Royal and Rt. 8 @ Wildwood Rd.
Anywhere from 3:30-6:00, it’s extremely difficult to turn out of or on to Anderson Rd. Cars are
backed up from the traffic light @ 8 and Wildwood and block entrance and exist to street.
I’d like a composting service.
Please do not bring buses to Hampton! There is a park and ride on RT8 by Duncan Ave. That
works perfect! Keep Hampton a small community, its what we all moved here for, its what we love
about our township.
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Question 7 Open-Ended Responses
the rte 8 and wildwood intersection as well as the Talley Cavey’s need for a turning lane or residentonly users.
Abandon buildings and unused spaces yet new buildings beibg errected. Need to reuse old before
building new
Street lights in the neighbor hoods! Bring back Mayberry!!!!
Rt 8 corridor does not match the quality of the township that we live in. Too many run down or
abandon properties, not a good mix of desirable restaurants and shops. Township should model
what neighbors like Pine has done with the Rt 19 corridor through Wexford.
Very disappointed that the township would have permitted to have Cool Vapes to have a shop/store
in our community. Vaping is already a problem in our schools and allowing this store to be in our
community is not helping the future of our youth. Should not be made so accessible. Very
concerned about the vaping issues within our high school. Would be very appreciative is Cool
Vapes be closed.
Hampton should consider how to make it easier for businesses to thrive along the Route 8 corridor.
It would better to have businesses in operations and occupying buildings rather than buildings being
left empty because they could not afford all of the costs to improve the property.
Safety of kids in school/school transportation.
Old ugly businesses not thriving anymore are very concerning. Can something be done with the cost
of commercial real estate to encourage new business?
So yes I agree Route 8 “looks” may need to be a little updated. However, I believe this improvement
needs to be done by encouraging small stores and businesses to flourish on Route 8, and
discouraging any more of the big company chains. Because if the reverse happens, we will have
worse traffic congestion, lose the “little neighborhood or village” feel of Hampton, increase of “out-of
towner” traffic.By keeping little stores, we maintain Hampton’s safety.
The traffic light at Wildwood and Route 8 is dangerous. A turn arrow on Wildwood and Wildwood
extension would be greatly appreciated.
Many dangerous turn-lanes along Rt. 8. The need for green left-turn arrows and longer turn-lanes
(Rt. 8 and Harts Run & Rt. 8 and Wildwood)
I do believe there should be public transportation that is more frequent along rt 8
There are a lack of restaurants
Road replacement needs to happen sooner.
Attract new businesses to keep younger family’s and couples here!
The Rt 8 Corridor is sad. I wish there were more enjoyable destinations shops, restaurants,
sidewalks. Enouqh with the qas stations, auto stores, and banks!
Traffic safety at intersections especially route 8 and wildwood!
Traffic on rt 8 is not ideal
You can’t really walk or ride bikes. No public transportation for people to safely get to shopping, rec
center, parks, after school activities
Making it more feasible for additional restaurants and local business opportunities
Need more street lights on side roads and particularly through the school area.
The light on east Bardonner is too short and traffic gets too backed up.
-
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Question 7 Open-Ended Responses
These things are important, but I don’t feel
That they are being address. Rt.8 is an area
In need of a makeover.
Just passes another accident tonight
(By eat-n-park.
Hampton is starting to feel over crowded! Too many new homes being built. Next comes over
crowding. Why can’t you just leave it as it is?
Senior services would like to see a “service package” (sign up for a fee) for such things as getting
garbage/recycling cans to the curb, snowplowing driveway/cleaning sidewalk, simple handyman
tasks, recreational bus trips or social gatherings, etc., that would make it easier for seniors to age-in
place.
Issue with allowing variances in new residential development, is it best for community mm
Traffic congestion at the intersection of Mt. Royal and Duncan would be greatly improved if a
roundabout replaced the 4 way stop signs
There should be a turning lane on Route 8, without this the road continues to be inefficient and
dangerous.
Dangerous intersection at Rt. 8 and Wildwood Rd
Quality and type of business available with the township.
There are many areas alone Rt 8 that need to be demolished and rebuilt with stores or services!
(Old nursing home by Mt Royal, Howard Johnsons, Southwest side of Wildwood Road, Max and
Ermas, etc) We need good restaurants and stores. We need better intersections with turning lanes
(Wildwood and Rt 8). We need a middle turning lane the length of Rt 8.
I would like to see efforts to allow higher density housing and racial and economic diversity in
schools
Ongoing problems with numerous power outage issues for Northampton residents. Has not
improved in 30 yrs.
Openness to more business in the community.
Leaf Collection
-Would like to see Stocked Fishing areas in the Township park.
-Township should Maintain “all” streets in the Township, including so called “Private streets.” Deals
were made with some developers for this to happen. These deals should never have been made.
Certainly was not in the best interest of homeowners in these plans of “private streets.”
Residents of Private streets pay the same exact taxes, but don’t get same services from the
Township. .which is very unfair. Residents did not make these deals, Township officials did. These
deals should stop. .and past deals should be corrected.
Investigate using railway for multiple use, walking/bike trail and or transportation
I’m aware that there’s been much work on traffic light coordination, and it is better but could still use
some adjustments.
1. Access to public transportation in Hampton Township. It would be helpful to have public
transportation on Harts Run Road, East and West Hardies Road, Wildwood Road, and additional
busses on Middle Road.
2. Traffic on Route 8 is very heavy and the traffic lights should be programmed better to improve
flow.
3. Hampton Township should offer more adult intramural sports teams at the park, such as softball,
flag football, floor hockey, biking and hiking groups.
Again, the library and community center are a bit lacking for our community.
-
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Question 7 Open-Ended Responses
I believe we need to enforce neighbors keeping their yards free of clutter and having a neat and
clean appearance.
The intersection of wildwood ext and Rt 8. Need of a turning lane.
Sales taxes instead of property taxes.
need oversight of what business are coming to the township. Need market diversity, small business
opportunities.
Comment is on zoning/land use my experience has been that the township cares less about
maintaining green space for residents, and more about granting access to developers. There is a
property that has been half-built in my neighborhood for more than a year because a), the location
was never suited for the build and because the builder was able to somehow convince township
officials that the build was appropriate. This is the third time in 15 years that the township has made
this decision in my neighborhood. Each time, more green space gone. We are not left with one last
green space, and we keep wondering when the township will make that go away, too. And to be
clear, we aren’t talking acres and acres mere feet, but easy, cheap building opportunity and quick
tax income for township.
This constant need to cater to developers to build houses on any open properties has soon got to
stop. The latest fiasco, for instance, on the West Hardies/Chalfant property is a good example. You
have another development just down the road on West Hardies but we have to build build build.
Then we will need more school space.
Rising housing costs, especially for new construction. While there is housing available for different
life stages there should be some consideration of transit oriented development (bring some transit
options) or less emphasis on single-family homes.
-

-

-

The intersection of Wildwood road and Route 8 is extremely dangerous. This intersection needs to
be improved and reconstructed before any other development happens close to that intersection.
The traffic crossing Rt. 8 needs to be evaluated along with the stop lights for safety and ease of
travel. There should be more turning lanes across Mt. Royal particularly at Mt. Royal & Rt. 8.
McCully should be right turn only onto Rt. 8 at during rush hour. The light at Rt. 8 & Wildwood
should be alternating for the traffic coming in both directions from Wildwood particularly during the
times when kids are traveling to and from school so that traffic from one side of Wildwood has a
green light onto Rt. 8 and THEN traffic from the other side of Wildwood has a green light onto Rt. 8.
The traffic at Rt. 8 and Wildwood when school is starting and letting out is ridiculous. That should be
better controlled by timing that to allow for the increase in traffic and by allowing lanes in one
direction to move without having to stop and wait to make left turns. Particularly in the afternoon (4
to 5:30) the traffic on both sides of Wildwood at the intersection with Rt. 8 and the northbound traffic
on Rt 8 between Wildwood and Mt. Royal is crazy.
-

There needs to be better policing of plant growth at corners/intersections. There are too many
intersections in Hamptons where visibility is limited because of plant growth on public and private
property. Any ordinances governing this do not seem to be enforced.
Senior activities being free like some of the other townships, pool and community center!
Would like leaf curb pick up by borough. Had it in last community we lived in.
Availability of nice restaurants and good shopping
None.
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Question 7 Open-Ended Responses
With regard to sidewaiks/bikeability. I feel that these things are currenttly non-exisistant. I would
love to see the township start to phase in bike lanes, or sidewalks in those places that would
dramatically increase walkability. (Our neighborhood is full of kids who could walk or bike to school,
but there is not safe place to do so. Along McCully, in the community park, and along Topnick
would be an amazing start.
There needs to be better lines of communication and more communication between the Township
and the School district. We are all part of the same community and often the Township and School
District appear to operate separate from one another and as if they are in competition, instead of
cooperating with one another to meet residents’ needs.
Route 8 is so ugly. Do we need another physical therapist, bank, garage or fast food joint?
honestly...
Intersection of 8 and Wildwood needs help. Middle and Wildwood is another one that’s a mess.
Third one is Middle and Hart’s Run. We need more roundabouts at major intersections.
I did not check ‘Appearance of Route 8 corridor’ or ‘walkability/bikeability’ only because those seem
like such enormous challenges, I am not sure they are worth prioritizing. Route 8 is a beast better
timed traffic lights would be awesome!! but perhaps we would get more from protecting and
expanding the usability and possibily connectivity between our existing green spaces than tackling
Route 8 or trying to make it possible to walk and bike every where.
if floodwater management is a priority and you’re going to assess us a fee for that anyways, why
aren’t you moving faster to take over /manage the community run-off ponds? seems a bit
contradictory and more of a priority than rec/bike lanes.
n/a
Rt 8 traffic needs improvement In hampton. Maybe better light timing. See Rt 8 development notes
from item 1.
Development of Rt8 to be more in line with places like McCandless Crossing more/better
restaurants & stores
By far, the biggest issue in my option over everything is the appearance of rt 8. It does not make
be very proud to live here. We need cleaner nicer store fronts, better paving, better stores, more
restaurants. And not big corporate franchises, but interesting boutique type stores and restaurants.
Although at this point I’d take anything over what we have.
-

--

--

-

-

-

Are there any ordinances regarding uncared for properties. I know this is subjective and a touchy
subject but uncared for properties can drive down the value of a neighborhood, There are many
trees in my neighborhood and some residents let weeds go wild several feet high in their front yards.
Bring some restaurants in
Taxes appear to be going up every year
Route 8 needs a center turning lane (like Wexford).. as well as left and right hand turning lanes at
the intersections. Total unnecessary congestion... .which is not helping to bring in a variety of
business.
Proper development of Route 8 Corridor. More higher end restaurants, fewer auto parts stores.
Fewer abandoned/dilapidated store fronts. Allow development that will increase tax base and lessen
load on residents.
Road improvements seem to be inconsistent & repaving should first include scraping down the old
road vs just a pave over.
No
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Yes. We definitely need better restaurants. Maybe a farm to table or one featuring home made
meals. With the growth of craft breweries Hampton should actively seek one!
The quality of sports fields for youth sports. The quality of poff and wyland baseball fields are an
embarrassment to community. This does not get the youth excited to play baseball.
Do something with the old Howard Johnson property.
More National chain restaurants and fewer Muffler shops.
the route 8 and wildwood road bottleneck is a serious problem that the township refuses to fix. The
lack of a turning lane on wildwood is ridiculous and does nothing but lead to constant congestion.
Route 8 also is in desperate need of a turning lane in the middle and a surface that isn’t falling apart
every 2yrs
NA
Prevention of sales of illegal drugs
Electrical power goes out much too often.
Concern about. seeing three forested areas plowed down for housing developments and a hideous
air sport arena. Done in areas of animal migration.
Need more affordable housing for senior citizens
Zoning ordinances need to be reviewed and revamped.
Curbside leaf pick up in the fall
Poor development of Rt 8
Would love curb side leaf pick up. Deer control
Route 8 is a mess. Getting through Hampton at 5 o’clock is impossible The planning commission is
living in a time warp
I’d like to see us be more of a welcoming and inclusive community. What are some ways that we
can do that through town governance?
I don’t know how much this is true, but if we are going to prioritize amazing things like floodwater
management, traffic congestion and protecting open spaces, we really need to be doing so in
concert with our surrounding municipalities. We aren’t an island.
Make the place nice. But don’t increase my taxes. Some the items above are essential. Others are
“nice to have” events. Traffic on 8 is fine until you get to Hampton. Then, it fails WHY???
-

Air Quality Monitoring being implemented now to establish baseline data to be used to analyze when
Cracker Plant is operational in near future. (our homes have fire, carbon monoxide detectors to alert
us-community should prepare for future detection as well). This will protect protect property values
to have data available, not just future voice assurances by public officials.
More local restaurant options, more retail
Ease of getting information on permits, permit process
Too many housing developments going up!
I just want to emphasize the lack of walkability and lack of sidewalks in most places. Please plan to
incorporate/create more sidewalks and walkways that actually lead to businesses and services.
There’s no downtown. Route 8 kind of divides the town into two halves with a tenuous connection
between them. The libraries are not open as much as I’m used to (close at 5 and aren’t open at all
on Sundays?)
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Question 7 Open-Ended Responses
No identifiable business center- just a mess of stores and businesses with varying degrees of
appearances.
1. More attention needs to be on making the town attractive/quaint.
2. The township could be more attentive to its residents. More friendly. Welcoming.
The amount of liter that is on the sides of the road
Too many empty big cement block buildings not occupied by anyone or a business
We love the pond opening in the Hampton Park area but have concerns about lack of signage and
the stagnant water source. Those who are not aware that the pond is there while attending events in
the park risk a danger too children who wonder off. Stagnant water produces dangerous bacteria,
and of course mosquitos! Maybe a waterfall or other source to keep the water moving?
Internet and cable suppliers acces
The township has not been friendly in dealing with new business owners on the Route 8 corridor.
Many potential business owners, developers, and other community members describe township
officials as extremely difficult to get along with. When ideas are brought to the township, they are
met with resistance. For example, I wanted to volunteer for a community garden, and that idea was
met with great resistance saying that plants should not be growing by the road! Other business
owners have been discouraged regarding signage. Projects are left unfinished along the Route 8
corridor.
Traffic Safety The terrain makes road design difficult here and also contributes to blind or restricted
sight line intersections in the township. Long term plans, should look at intersections with accidents
and stop putting the blame on drivers only and start looking at prevention. How much are our lives
worth? I do get tired of the Route 8 death dance and road closures due to accidents. I appreciate the
excellent and timely snow removal and treatment.
They repaved my street and didn’t put curbs in so flood water sits in the yards.
No
Safety of Route 8 corridor specifically Wildwood Rd and Route 8. You don’t need to wait for PennDot
to make a change.
The township has a lack of diversity and inclusion.
Need. Left turning Light at wildwood and route 8
-

Install turning lanes in congested intersections such as Wildwood Road Ext between BP and
McDonalds It would have been easy to do this when McDonald’s was building on this intersection.now more difficult. Another example is McNeil Rd where it connects to Middle Rd near the Turnpike
a very easy turning lane construction at the time. An excellent example is what was done at Rt 8 and
Duncan when the bridge was replaced this should be the model for intersections at main arteries.

-

-

Please more businesses and not the same auto parts store/low quality restaurants
Traffic control at Wildwood Rd and Rt 8 intersection.
No
General road safety such as left turn arrows and traffic flow/control all need improvement
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Hampton i believe encompasses some portion of north park. Of all the alleghengy parks We do
not have a 3 Bs recreation park. Bikes boards and blades. Would be a great outlet for sports
outside the mainstream. Also the addition of an indoor swimming pool at community center would
make the area alot more attractive plus adding revenue for swim meets and pool partys in the colder
months. See mt lebanons set up Well done and generates lots of business
Just a note, I have no idea what “Appearance of Route 8 corridor” means..
See question 5
The intersection at route 8 and wildwood road is very dangerous and should be addressed.
It is extremely important that emergency services ambulance, fir, and police are always readily
available.
The main intersection of Rt 8 and Wildwood Rd is extremely dangerous and needs to be
reconfigu red
Tax hikes
Supporting longtime Hampton Township residents who are small business owners. Don’t take away
from their business by bringing in corporate companies. Research demographics of corporate
companies before allowing them to come into the district, especially if they are known to attract
unwanted activity (theft, drugs, etc.).
.

.

Taxes are high, and no breaks for seniors.
Having the ugliest building ever “pop” up across the street from our home without proper notification
from the township received letter the day of the hearing, apparently the township doesn’t have to
tell residents that the ugliest building ever is going to “pop” up across the street from our homes.
-

I feel there is too much solicitation allowed in the neighborhoods. These people can be pushy at
times like this, I don’t want people knocking on my door. Or approaching me when I am working in
my yard.
I wish there was a turning light on Rt8 and Wildwood Road extension.
Needs more local restaurants and small businesses. No more banks! We Miss Arostoria
restaurant. Also nicehoteloff the turnpikefor visitors.
Speed control on heavy traffic roads that are also residential. 45 -50 mph is common on 35 mph
roads
Make the Rt 8 corridor more visibly nice. If I was trying to move to a community from another state, I
would never choose Hampton as I drive down Rt 8
Not enough green space. Too much building
Speeding cars on residential roads-- worried for children.
The township is in dire need of programs for young children and families. Perhaps hiring a children’s
program coordinator to organize events within the park and community center.
The light at Wildwood and Route 8 NEEDS an arrow, especially with the amount of teens driving to
and from school and sports and congestion from Aldi & the Dollar Tree.
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Q8 Some residents have said they would like to have more openness
and clearer communication about Township government. What does this
mean to you? Check all that apply.
Answered: 860

Skipped: 51
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More communications channels (types) for Hampton Township

29.77%

256

Know how to get information I want

55.35%

476

More frequent communications pushed out by Hampton Township

43.72%

376

More information about important decisions before they’re made

73.37%

631

More information about things to do

32.09%

276

More alerts about issues like road closures, flooding, police activity

56.40%

485

More ways to participate in community life

29.42%

253

More access to elected and appointed officials

22.91%

197

Other (please specify)

8.95%

77

Total Respondents: 860
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Question 8 Open-Ended Responses
Some residents have said they would like to have more openness and clearer
communication about Township government. What does this mean to you? Other: Please
specify.
Information regarding Route 8/wildwood road intersection.
Is Irma Kost Natural Area a Hampton Township Community Park with public access. Saw nothing
about the archery hunt, unless I missed it.
Seems as though residents do not have a say in plan development, business development.
Decisions seem to be made then residents are asked for opinions. Ex. CVS, Planet Fitness traffic
nightmare. Not safe intersections.
I have asked who to speak to about the gym equipment and have received different answers, so
who do I speak to and how can we get things moving along?
Please keep Hampton Nature Trail in better shape (no dogs)
Email notification
Township Manager and his Assistant Manager should be replaced every ten years, They are set in
their ways and don’t follow township codes. They think only about how much money they can bring
to Hampton and are not concerned about the residents.
Really need to be in the loop e.g. do what waste management has begun Phone alerts.
More information about upcoming roadwork
Retun calls from the office about zoning I permit questions. I have tried several times to get an
answer to a question and no return call received.
post things on social media
Better cooperation between school and district
accountability of elected officials’ treatment of residents
Better announcements about public forums or meetings with township
When are the council meetings. Make this available to residents.
The website is difficult to navigate.
clearly published home ownership zoning requirements be helpful as a checklist
stop making stupid rules & not notifying residents
Open and honest lines of communication with the Township government. Also a means of talking
honestly and openly. The previous Land Use Adminsitrator was the opposite of open and honest
communication.
--

--

More direct & frequent communication about mandates and issues imposed on the township, and
major financial challenges into the future, such as paid fire dept.
More information about volunteer opportunities.
Meh
More information about capital improvement plans (need, proirity, etc.)
As a Sr on a limited income, what consideration will be given for keeping costs within our means?
Being allowed to speak freely at the council meetings
Web site could be more current (e.g. minutes) and user friendly; difficult to search I find info e.g.
development discussions
I am satisfied with all of the above
More patrolling of garbage in yards!
Go back to simply explanations on what Township government can do
The Hampton website can be hard to sign up for classes.
1
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Question 8 Open-Ended Responses
more transparency from school board
I have no problem with communications
Happy as it is.
Actually getting a callback when you’ve contacted township offices for assistance
I would imagine that lots of people have complaints, but many do not vote, and most never attend a
meeting. That’s on us.
Seem good
Responding to, rather than ignoring, resident calls and emails such as people begging for stop
signs after almost getting run over on a road where traffic studies show over 90% of vehicles
speeding would be a nice start.
More information about local elections including getting information about candidates and other
issues beforehand as well as publishing results.
Communication needs to fit how all individuals want to communicate. Some people like FaceBook,
Twitter, etc., others want a simple email or know to look on one web-page for information. We
need to ensure our communication is flexible for everyone’s preferred method.
land development must be addressed before its too late! I want to live in a community that isnt
overun by housing developments. That alone will compromise Hampton Township in the future.
People will be saying... .1 dont want to live in that community, it’s too overpopulated. Our childern
will suffer with the overcrowing of the schools. Make our township desirable to live in.
Need a new conservative group of leadership and officials.
The willingness and the ability of current township officials to right the wrongs of past official
decisions.. .ie: bad “Private Street” deals with developers that hurt the residents of those
developments in any way.
Texting when roads are closed
I don’t need more communication from the Township.
A monthly email of bills that council is considering and how did each member of council voted on
proposed bills.
My Hampton Township neighborhood receives the Pine Creek Journal, which mainly covers
Richland news. Including Hampton news in this publication would help. (Or finding a way to
convince the publisher to distribute based on Township lines vs. post office)
A good example is the fatal accident on Duncan Avenue where the texting person killed another
motorist. There has been NOTHING in the news about the outcome or was she just given a traffic
ticket?
Responsiveness of staff to community concerns
senior things to do
more attention to what the residents want. The last plan residents number one desire was for an
indoor pool and this was ignored
1. Quicker production of Township Board meeting notes following meetings. 2) Better public access
to information to be considered by the Board prior to voting sessions. This entails more than just
the agenda, and includes access to some of the background material considered by the Board to
reach their decion during voting sessions.
manager coffee talks are excellent ; council should particpate as well.
“pushed out” communications? The public officals are paid their salary by US.. .if they are pushing
out information it sounds like we need new officals.
No additional comments
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Not sure what the best way to get the message out is email subscription, Facebook, Twitter,
website? I’d guess all of the above.
Town mgmt tends to try to ignore complaints.
Need a better website with easier access to council meetings, permit requests, etc.. There is a lot
of legacy data and nothing is easy to search for.
It’s pretty easy to find or access if you know how to use the internet
You have done nothing to alleviate taxes on senior citizens. Have not had a kid in the school district
for 25 years. Make a change the taxes for senior citizens are brutal Do something you are forcing
me out of my own community
Communications are essential to success. With today tech should be able to share info at NO
cost.
Land use department needs to learn what customer service is
More opportunities for involvement in the government
Regular community meetings with elected officials who oversee the community center and pool
facilities and library
This is great do more surveys and reports about how the township is serving the needs/interests
of the community can make a huge difference
The township should be partnering with the local church communities and non-profits for
community projects
Honest answers, not just bits and pieces of information. Full disclosure should be a priority!
N/A
Transparency not hiding things from the residents
Better website
Transparency
-

-

-

-

Review antiquated ordinances and get rid of them. Beekeeping and chicken keeping are allowed
everywhere but here. We have an acre but can’t keep a few hens on our property for fresh eggs.
Overall better township website improvements are needed. A greater social media presence is a
necessity in this day. More information about crime within the township.
Hi
Put out an actual twitter post not a link that says see what we say
Keep us informed
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Q9 What are your preferred ways of receiving information from Hampton
Township? Check all that apply.
Skipped: 13
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Text notification
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Email notification
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Phone call notification
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Twitter posts
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Id rather go looking for information on my own when I want it.
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Hampton Community Questionnaire
Question 9 Open-Ended Responses
What are your preferred ways of receiving information from Hampton Township? Check all that apply. Other
(please specify)
Local Hampton Journal.
Township website, Hampton Journal.
Mail information
Hampton Journal more frequently.
Hampton Journal
The Front Desk at the Community Center, fliers and notices like we already use. We need a list of phone numbers
or emails to send messages to, for implementing ideas. settings up meetings, and getting things moving along in a
timely manner.
Posted at Community center
Mail
Hampton community magazine mailed to us. Newspaper articles. Post Gazette. Webpages. Information Sheets in
Community Bldg Lobby. Information received in the mail.
Snail mail USPS, Local notice boards.
Hampton Trib Newspaper
Mailing
More accessible and easy to navigate township website
Text notifications on critical items only (closures, etc.)
Hampton newspaper on Thursdays
Township Website
Mail
News and updates on the website!!
Open website with all information available
Hampton Journal & magazine
Township website may already be there
Website
Print Media, Signage, other methods beyond social media
Hampton Journal and Hampton News
township website
Website. Publications, newsletters, updates on major projects/issues via direct mail.
Public notice; at the library In the rec center
Phone if emergency only
An easy to search and navigate website is important to find events quickly when I want them
us mail
text for emergency
Mail, newspaper, a township newsletter would be great. Send it out every month!
mail--my email is already inundated with spam and I delete most. I don’t like being texted or robocalls
Keep website updated. Respond to emails.
Improved and easier to navigate website
Hampton magazine
Instagram
Webpage
I really appreciate the how the monthly newsletter is being pushed out via email every month.
-

-
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Hampton Community Questionnaire
Question 9 Open-Ended Responses
Hampton Magazine articles
Mail
An information packed Township website that is easier to use. it took me a long time to find this survey, because
the search engine on the township website only gave me information about land surveys.
township website
US post (i.e. snail mail)
The texting information could be delivered much more effectively
Website
A more easily navigable website
Road signs.
Snail Mail
Hampton newsletter
N/A
mailings
Depends on situation
mailing
Good old fashion mailings
newsletters
US mail
Hampton Journal, Magazine
monthly newsletter. everyone is NOT web crazy.
What about mailers or other traditional media types?
Hampton website
newpaper and tv media
Phone communication could be added for emergency situations where the public would require immediate
notification.
I also like to search the Hampton website. Although I find the website contains a lot of information, it is not
always easy to find. Perhaps there could be a ‘new and noteworthy’ section with no more than 3 important
things going on that you would like to hear from citizens about, updated every month or two?
No additional comments
Not everyone has Facebook and Twitter!
Hampton Journal
Store posts
only other way I’ve received information is in the US MAIL
Website posting
On line Twp magazine
Newspaper
Updated information on a more accessible website
I appreciate the improved access to Hampton agendas and decisions on the website need more of that; draft
ordinances; other proposals before enactment; there is no reason one should have to go to the township office
to personally view such documents
The Hampton magazine also the black and white flyer
Newsletters mailed out, clear calendar of government meetings and city events (e.g. a shared google calendar). A
regularly-updated blog post.
-
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Hampton Community Questionnaire
Question 9 Open-Ended Responses
Newspaper
A regularly updated/user-friendly website
I’d like to see text/phone for urgent, digital (email/facebook/website) for nonurgent
Website
Mail
Mail
Hampton Journal
Mail mail mail
From working in the community
Mailed out
Enjoy the publications of Hampton Magazine.
Township website
..
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Hampton Township Community Quality of Life Questionnaire

Q1O How often do you currently use the following sources to get
information you want about Hampton?
Answered: 908

Skipped: 3

Hampton
Township
web...
Hampton
Township...
Hampton
Township...
Other
community...
Coffee
Conversation...
Hampton
Magazine
Hampton
Township...
RegionaL
newspaper...
LocaL
newspaper...
Pittsburgharea
TV station
Hampton
School
District or...
NextDoor
sociaL media...
Township
Council...

Word of mouth
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Hampton Township Community Quality of Life Questionnaire
Hampton Township web page

0.11%
1

2.45%
22

9.90%
89

44.27%
398

39.71%
357

3.56%
32

899

Hampton Township Facebook page

4.62%
41

10.47%
93

13.40%
119

11.82%
105

42.12%
374

17.57%
156

888

1.69%
15

3.50%
31

4.41%
39

6.78%
60

54.01%
478

29.60%
262

885

10.65%
93

12.94%
113

10.42%
91

8.25%
72

40.78%
356

16.95%
148

873

Coffee Conversations with the
Township Manager

0.11%
1

0.11%
1

0.23%
2

2.17%
19

61.76%
541

35.62%
312

876

Hampton Magazine

0.89%
8

3.56%
32

9.58%
86

71.49%
642

12.92%
116

1.56%
14

898

Hampton Township ‘Notify Me” alerts
via text/email

2.77%
24

3.12%
27

6.47%
56

7.62%
66

20.79%
180

59.24%
513

866

Regional newspaper (TribLive, PostGazette)

9.38%
83

8.81%
78

19.10%
169

9.49%
84

48.81%
432

4.41%
39

885

Local newspaper (Hampton News,
Hampton Journal)

3.72%
33

5.41%
48

39.12%
347

31.68%
281

16.57%
147

3.49%
31

887

27.80%
243

9.73%
85

10.76%
94

7.78%
68

39.47%
345

4.46%
39

874

21.91%
193

17.37%
153

16.91%
149

9.65%
85

29.17%
257

4.99%
44

881

2.74%
24

6.05%
53

6.05%
53

3.77%
33

39.04%
342

42.35%
371

876

0.46%
4

0.46%
4

3.11%
27

11.29%
98

77.53%
673

7.14%
62

868

9.22%
80

13.71%
119

28.11%
244

26.15%
227

20.97%
182

1.84%
16

868

Hampton Township Library Facebook
page
Other community Facebook pages

Pittsburgh-area TV station
Hampton School District or other
school-based notifications
NextDoor social media site
Township Council meetings
Word of mouth
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Hampton Township Community Quality of Life Questionnaire

QI I Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns about
Hampton Township not addressed in this questionnaire?
Answered: 207

Skipped: 704
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Hampton Community Questionnaire
Question 11 open-ended responses
Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns about Hampton Township not addressed in
this questionnaire?
We use the library and exercise classes weekly. There should be a way to evaluate exercise classes.
Is there? Members have concerns and comments. is anyone interested?
Hampton is an outstanding community and we are both pleased and gratified that we chose to buy a
home here when we moved back home to Pittsburgh.
More info regarding Irma Kost Nature Area.
More walkways along streets would be nice making taxes even higher is not good however.
Open community center earlier on Sundays (10:00)
Community center very good, proud of our school district and police department.
Again, see #3. Would like new additions to gym old equipment should be removed and leg curl and
leg extension should be added.
--

-

Concept 2 ergometer (rowing machine), jacob’s ladder (climbing machine).
Could art classes be held.
Book club; lectures; travel-logs; nature talks; walking groups (indoors and outdoors), nature walks,
bridge or card groups, board games, vintage camps, swap meet; tail gate parties; movie night; quilting;
knitting; crochet; star watching; kite flying
-

1. Will consideration be given to qualifying the community center fitness area under the medicare
program Silver Sneakers?
2. The Township provides outstanding winter maintenance services.However, could less salt be used
per application? There appears to be significant material wasted.
3.Will consideration be given to placing a mailbox, postage vending machine, atm and a suggestion box
in the community center?
4. The Community center concession area appear to be under utilized. Will consideration be given to
replacing the space with a vending machine corral?
5. Will consideration be given to posting a “no left turn sign” at Clearview Road and Route 8? I’m
surprised there is not an accident daily by motorists turning onto Route 8 South.
6. Will consideration be given to establishing an annually sanctioned deer culling program?
7. Will consideration be given to assessing the viability of utilizing solar panels on any Township
buildings?
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Hampton Community Questionnaire
Question 11 open-ended responses
Hampton Township has quite a few day cares for small children. Why doesn’t Hampton do
unannounced inspections or run background, criminal investigations or tax evasion checks on the
owners or check to see rules are being followed on number and employees or ghost employees, Also
you should check on remodeling with contractors that are unlicensed. The reason is that Hampton
doesn’t care, you just want the tax money.
Did not give age (circled 35-74) and said regardless of my age, I still have to pay almost $5000 a year
to live in Hampton. You don’t cut my taxes because of my age.
Sept 8 I thought the doggy swim before they drained the pool as a clever social event.
-

-

25 mph speed limit on some roads is oppressively slow and difficult to maintain. Excessive permit
requirements. I don’t find Hampton to be a close-knit community, in part because of the lack of
community activities to bring people together. Any new activities implemented should consider the
range of incomes and be affordable to all who live here. It would be nice if the community center was
improved. Silver (the rest was cut off).
I have a disability but used to be employed as an editor/writer and would be happy to help on this
project.
Improvements I would like to see:
More access / availability of cultural and social activities in our area.
Better use of the community center:
Lower cost rentals space is better used rented at a better price than sitting empty.
Community center lounge area open to residents for free (meetings, speakers, etc.)
Free activities at community center: music, cafes, poetry reading, meetups organization, meetings,
support groups
(All of this would encourage community solidarity).
Encourage a better variety of restaurants to come to the area at various price breaks,
Ease up on permit restrictions for residents! Less leniency on developers (W. Hardies I S. Pioneer,
e.g.)
Require developers to be more considerate of the environmental concerns, such as re-treeing or
selective cutting down trees in area.
I love Hampton
I’m happy to hear the woman’s locker room at the Pool will be renovated. I am really hoping that it will
be completely gutted and the job done properly. I also would like to suggest that serious consideration
be put into the Pool refreshment stand and its offerings. The fact that basically the only option last year
was very overpriced ice cream was very unhelpful for families. I have 3 kids and it would cost over
$10/day for a trip to the refreshment stand. I like to support it but it was very expensive and not a lot of
variety. I would love to see some cheaper priced candy(Swedish fish, sour patch, etc)/chips/snack
items. It may sound silly but I would venture to guess that more money would be made if there were
more affordable options with more variety. Thank you!
I would like to see a full day kindergarten program made available.
Raze or repurpose vacant establishments.
Establish or enforce upkeep of commercial property. Require voting signs to be removed within two
weeks of an election and fine violators.
-

-

--

-

--

--

--

-

-

-
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Hampton Community Questionnaire
Question 11 open-ended responses
I feel a main focus of township should be route 8 corridor. It really lacks visual appeal. Also- tons of
auto repair shops but limited shopping and restaurants!
We would like to see sidewalks along some of the major roadways such as Wildwood, Mt Royal, Middle
Rd to facilitate connections between neighborhoods and retail locations.
Disappointed in past handling of zoning and it’s prevention of businesses in our community.
Would like to see a more aesthetically pleasing Route 8 corridor with respect to building facades,
signage, landscaping requirements.
It makes no sense to not have lights at the tennis courts at the community center. Basketball and
Volleyball both have lights, yet none at the tennis courts. The courts would get much more use if they
had lights.
It’s important to recognize that the long-term viability of the township is, in part, threatened by the
continued population decline in the Greater Pittsburgh region, and its aging population. How will we
keep Hampton families here? How will we attract new residents, particularly young families? These are
critical questions. One suggestion would tie Hampton Schools (the “crown jewel” of the township”) to
long-term improvement in the areas of conservation, beautification, land use for recreation, and
protection of open/green spaces.
The suggestion would entail a partnership project between the township and its middle and high
schools. This project would recruit students to work on conservation and beautification projects
throughout the township. Examples include beautifying our parks, trails, and the Rt. 8 corridor by
planting trees, creating shrub/flower beds, hanging American flags or Hampton Township pole banners,
helping businesses and homeowners clean up/ beautify/maintain their frontages, and clearing litter.
The benefits are many. Students would fulfill community service requirements, build a stronger
connection to the community where they live, develop a sense of pride in the township, and be able to
see tangible impact of their efforts, thus fostering values of commitment, selflessness, good citizenship,
and social responsibility. Residents would enjoy the results—beautification, better quality of outdoor
recreation spaces, and perhaps a rise in property values. Prospective residents would be more likely to
consider Hampton their home, as would our own young adults who grew up here. In turn—and longterm—businesses would continue to grow and thrive, benefitting from sustained or even population
increase.
The school zone in front of Poff Elementary is very much ignored by motorists and the police are
usually not there in the afternoon to monitor. The stop sign there (Marie and Haberlein) is regularly
ignored during school zone and other hours of the day.
The speed of motorists on residential (25mph) roads is out of control in our area and needs better
monitoring.
The light at Wildwood and Rt 8 needs to be addressed- safety is a concern for those on wildwood
turning onto rt 8 or going over rt 8. The congestion at this intersection is also far too high (this may be a
state issue that Hampton can’t control but advocacy on behalf of residents would be appreciated)
It is nearly impossible to know when/what is happening at council meetings. What are the issues in a
clear and concise manner? Where do we weigh in? When will votes be taken? Often by the time I learn
of an issue it is too late. The signs in yards for hearings are impossible to read unless you come to a full
stop on a (often busy) road.
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Hampton Community Questionnaire
Question 11 open-ended responses
Bring more dining establishments to Hampton that are not fast food. No more pizza restaurants.
We need more brunch options!! Bring in more great restaurants! We transplanted from lawrenceville
where food was always exciting, out here we have very limited options.
Something needs to be done about the appearance of Rt 8 and the selection of stores, etc. it has been
terrible for the 25 years I have lived here. Look at places like Wexford, that is thriving because of the tax
revenue generated from all the quality businesses. In addition, Wildwood Road needs to become more
accessible to walkers and bikes. All that work was done a couple years ago and no one thought to
make the road wider?? Those of us that live near it are so close to so many things (North Park, Fridley
Field) and cannot get there except by car.
Would like to see Hampton be a strong, thriving location to live that has easy access to McCandless
Crossing, North Park, and the new Middlesex Crossing, while also having quick access to the city and
it’s East End.
The route 8 corridor is a mess. The community would thrive more with better businesses. The traffic
congestion and light at wildwood road and route 8 need evaluated for safety and timeliness. When
trying to leave from a function at the fields, schools, or even just on a normal day the intersections are
awful. The wait is long. Safety is a factor. Also, sidewalks and cross walks would be a great addition in
a lot of areas.
I would like to see more restaurants and shopping in a strategically planned shopping center. All of our
shopping centers are small, outdated, and not diverse. I often have to go to Shaler, Ross, Tarentum
mall, McCandless or Wexford for 95% of shopping and dining.
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Question 11 open-ended responses

As noted previously, I have two concerns that weren’t addressed in this questionnaire:
1. The future of recycling: I’m aware that the recycling industry is currently in transition since China has
stopped taking most of our waste. However, some materials are still worth recycling: aluminum cans,
glass... The single-stream system is not working right now, so maybe it’s time for cities to have a
dialogue with recycling businesses and be creative. For instance, it would be great to have recycling
containers at the community center to take glass and metal as separate streams. Even if only a part of
Hampton’s inhabitants use them, it’s still that much that don’t get burned or end up into landfills!
2. I’m concerned about the proliferation of ticks and the associated diseases. Again, this is a complex
problem, but solutions to mitigate it do exist. Deer culling as it’s done right now is a good step (if only to
reduce the number of road accidents!) But there are other options that the township could consider:
o 4-Poster’ Deer Treatment Bait Station: a device that apply a topical acaricide to kill adult ticks on deer
while they are feeding. Those devices would be probably part of a township managed program.
o Cardboard tube of cotton balls treated with the insecticide permethrin (Damminix® Tick Tubes): this
aims to kill ticks on small rodents in their larvae and nymph stage life (p 61). It could be used in a
community program, but making residents aware of that solution may already have an impact (maybe
with an annual flyer remaining resident about basic tick management practices and that feeding deer
isn’t allowed).
Please, refer to the document at this address to learn more about those solutions:
https://stacks. cdc.gov/view/cdc/1 1444
Last but not least: THANK YOU for taking input from residents!
I think it would be nice to build a barn or some type of structure near the community center that could
be rented for events and activities. Pool needs definite revamp- and overhaul.
no
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Question 11 open-ended responses
on our roads. I grew up in Mt Lebanon and was able to walk everywhere from my house to anywhere I
needed to go- due to the sidewalks in the township. My kids have to be driven everywhere.
-

The restrictive building codes are ridiculous. We had to put in footers 6 feet deep for a back deck that
is 1 foot off the ground. This was expensive and unnecessary. I’ve heard complaints from a lot of
Hampton residents about dealing with the township and their policies when trying to make
improvements on their property.
A neighbor had to deal with getting the EPA (seriously) involved for Cattails that were on the border of
their property that were not always growing there (i.e. not in their original habitat) that has to be
removed for a plumbing issue. Hampton is way too stringent on issues that really are not important.
-

Your policies seem have prevented the type of growth we see in places like McCandless Crossing. My
15 year old said he wished we had something like that in Hampton. Your tax revenue would likely raise
exponentially if you had anything in Hampton like that, or if you allowed businesses to come into the
township that provided more activities for the youth of the community.
Also, the fact that there is no sidewalk between the HS and Fridley Field (which I have been advised is
township property) is a travesty. You have people coming to our award winning school district and they
have to walk in grass and gravel (or the road) to get from the parking lots at the HS to the field. I’ve
overheard visiting fans say how horrible the “path” that they are walking on is compared to their schools
facilities.
When planning repaving or road work, consideration of other detours/road construction should be taken
into account.
The baseball/softball fields should be more accessible to all residents, and not overseen by the HAA as
they do not allow for equitable use by all residents.
I researched using one of the banquet rooms in the Community Center and found that to be overpriced.
No
I would like to see more progressive agricultural practices as in other suburban areas such as more
friendliness toward bee keeping,gardening,chickens, goat keeping and the introduction of FFA and 4H
in the community.
I would also like to see more community center programs geared to people who work. Currently, many
programs are offered mostly in the day.
Finally an indoor community center pool with water warmer than the HHS pool for community programs
would be awesome! Or a YMCA.
Traffic congestion at Route 8 and Wildwood Road intersection.
A corridor or bridge across route 8 for easy access (walkability) to both sides of Hampton and /or a light
at McCully and route 8 as it is so dangerous and : have to use this 2-4 times a day.
Relax restrictions on having bees, animals, etc for areas with 3 acres or more.
We have enough banks, car washes and car parts stores.
Every spring and fall, when everyone has their windows open and enjoying the beautiful outdoors, I
have to stay indoors because of leaf and yard waste burning.
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We believe there have been too many big housing developments that have negative effects on existing
long time residents. And we are upset with the cutting down of so many trees, and that they are not
being replaced due to townships decisions.
Property reassessments for new homeowner result in a big tax increase for the owner. This is an unfair
and hidden way to increase revenue without raising taxes a significant negative for new
residents/owners.
The website is impossible to navigate. Takes much effort to find the right page. Pertinent info not listed
desperately need a need a new site.
Our main concern at this time is the township possibly allowing 5G wireless poles in our very close knit
community.
Rmailing of board minutes, decisions to those who sign up I feel would be cost effective
Leaf Collection: I have been hearing ‘buzz’ about leaf collection on the streets. I may be in the minority,
but I am highly AGAINST this service. My neighborhood streets are narrow, windy, and hilly with blind
turns. Moreover, residents and visitors park their cars without a care for drivers navigating these
obstacles, as well, people drive beyond the recommended safe speed. Allowing residents to line the
streets with piles of wet, slippery leaves will ‘leave’ little room for safe driving conditions.
-

Schools are great, but need a “cute” downtown to be attractive compared to neighboring communities.
I oppose installation of a cell phone tower structure near poff elementary school. It is very concerning
that this structure could be erected so close to a school. I fear for the safety of our children.
Review use of cell phone towers by elementary schools
Really enjoyed the Famers Market this year. Great addition!
Understand that our address can be added to list where solicitors cannot come to our home... is this
true? If so, how is this communicated?
I know there has been much debate about half day vs full day kindergarten. Possibly finding a solution
that benefits both sides of the argument. (Maybe an option to choose?)
-make it easier for small business to operate
-allow chickens (with rules: no roosters, contained, etc)
-stop making up rules and permits so residents don’t have to pay unnecessary fees
-fix resident concerns that need addressed, shouldn’t have to complain for years about legitimate
issues
-bring the township back to a nice relaxed place to live where you aren’t afraid to do anything for fear of
getting a nasty-gram from the township, this is not a neighborhood with home owners association fees
& rules, stop treating it like one
Safety is a main concern. This includes protecting the health of our children. There seem to be plans
of installing a 5G cell phone tower near Poff elementary school. I feel this is a major risk to the
children’s health and will oppose these plans.
I do NOT want the Crown Castle 5G cell tower near Poff Elementary School.
I believe our township has an overall reputation at the admin level of being too difficult to work with and
has a less than welcoming demeanor. A little customer service goes a long way.
I think it’s necessary for the township image to somehow separate itself from the school district image.
I think protecting our greenways and natural resources is a fantastic focus for the township.
Unfortunately I think too many people mindlessly buy into how great the school district is (which it is I
think), but unfortunately it seems that the township needs to have more of a “marketing” type approach
to teach/condition people about the beauty the township has outside of the schools.
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I am very concerned about how we are able to manifest the potential of Hampton Township relative to
how Hampton Township can manifest the true potential of the region. We have relied too much on
extracting from the region instead of regenerating what is there. We need to think and vision much
longer into the future.
PLEASE-Stop the development of new housing plans! We already have too many housing plans and
are rapidly losing open space and forest/woods to them!
The intersection of Wildwood, Rt 8, and Wildwood Ext. is a serious threat to public safety. Wildwood
cannot have a green light both ways at the same time. This intersection is basically blind and it needs
to be addressed before someone is killed.
Stop all the building. We need green space. Start caring more for your long term residents
I would like to be more involved, it is simply a lack of time on my part
Taxes are too high.
I think Hampton is a great place to live. I am very satisfied with township services. It is nice to live in a
township covered in trees and yet have the convenience of the commercial Rte 8 corridor. My wish list
includes the building of an indoor pool with deep water that would be available for adults to exercise
(not just lap swimming or exercise classes) at convenient times (for example, after work and Saturday
mornings). The most desirable times to use the deep pool at the YMCA are scheduled for youth lessons
or teams. A lap lane is left open at those times, but not everyone is a lap swimmer who could keep up
with others swimming in circles as the Y requests. Also, some adults cannot participate in the shallow
water exercise classes at LAFitness, for a variety of reasons. The Hampton school already has a pool
for students to use. For personal reasons, and for anyone who needs it, my ideal township would
include an indoor pool (or pools) that prioritizes the adults in the township for scheduling, while being
open to young and old.
Enforce the clean up of trashy homes and properties
I feel that the Community Center is very inaccessible in its use for youth sport activities. We often want
to use the space and are denied because of an arbitrary reason. The staff running the facility is
arrogant and condescending in the multiple instances we conversed. Also, as a small business owner, I
feel that your policies regarding requirements for landscaping etc are unreasonable in many instances. I
understand and applaud the desire for green space but the requirements are very cost prohibitive to
many small business owners. I have not once in my 13 years here seen the board deny a housing
complex proposal. The fact that you say you protect the green space anywhere but the Route 8
business corridor is laughable.
People are constantly cutting big, beautiful trees at the Hemlocks, is this allowed? aren’t there
regulations about this?
I love receiving texts of local meetings and agendas
Lower taxes
Road crews do an outstanding job in the winter. Enjoy living in Hampton. Some of the requirements for
building permits are ridiculous.
Litter on the roadways, better cleanup of person’s private property, More deer control.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
I am disappointed in the recycling program. We no longer recycle glass and plastic bagging leaves.
Hampton water has become much harder than it used to be.
I’m concerned about property values going down because people choose not to fix repair or keep their
properties clean and free of garbage, debris, junk and broken down cars. Some don’t even take their
garbage cans in from the street!
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Too much money is spent on the physical improvements of the schools.
1. Registered non-profit organizations, regardless of sizes, should be required to maintain their non
profit status to collect fees and donations from their members.
2. Idle engine running time should be limited to no more than 5 minutes at every school parking lot
during pick-up time.
3. Renovation is needed for the high school indoor pool (ventilation).
4. Chickens and scoops should be allowed on properties of 1 acre or more.
5. Small scale station for local plastic recycling (preciousplastic.com)
6. Township shuttles to commuters’ bus stops.
The police seem very helpful. I always feel safe in my community which is important. Please fix the
outdoor pool bathrooms they smell and we need nicer showers that we can use and not have to go
home wet or with chlorine on us.
N/A
Community center should open at 7 AM on both Saturday and Sunday
Assuring that we maintain our religious freedoms and that values are not imposed on residents
Allegheny county and Hampton has an exorbitant property/school tax compared to other similar metros.
We have a HUGE risk of resident exodus due to expensive tax burden. This explains the high quantity
of aged properties in the township. You MUST work with the county on a plan to be more affordable
and competitive.
no
Sports facilities and apartment/house creation seem too be too major a focus. We gave enough and the
money could be used elsewhere. Plus, too many trees are being cut down for them.
Please do not rely on Facebook
PLANNING: More and better (isolated from traffic by barriers.. .not painted lines on streets) bike lanes.
Goal of establishing safe biking to travel everywhere in the township.... for residents of all ages. It
would greatly increase attractiveness of living in Hampton
High Deer population is not only menacing but dangerous as well. Have encountered many large
aggressive bucks & does. Every year the population grows exponentially!
Some of the permitting is ridiculous.
It seems very difficult for new businesses to come to Hampton.
I have talked to quite a few parents who would like Hampton school district to have full day
kindergarten.
Please fix rt 8 and wildwood traffic lights. Traffic backs up too much and it is very dangerous when
making turns on to rt 8. Either extend the green light or alternate sides of wildwood road so as not
having to play chicken with the car coming at you from the opposite direction and trying to turn.
The intersection of wildwood and route 8 needs a turning lane for both directions east and west.
I am extremely concerned about not having a turning light at the intersection of Route 8 and Wildwood
by McDonalds! I am concerned about how fast drivers continue to drive in our plan and how I continue
to see drivers texting!
Have watched township evolve over 30 years. Mostly good, sometimes not. Would live elsewhere at this
point.
Can there be a new review of ordinances regulating chickens and fowl? Would be interested in
obtaining guinea fowl for yard tick control but not permitted.
The left turns on route 8 through Hampton is a huge safety issue.
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Hampton Community Questionnaire
Question 11 open-ended responses
It would be great to receive the local Hampton News and Hampton Journal, but we live in a part of
Gibsonia that receives the Town Creek Journal (PR paper) instead
I was happy to see that you are working on improving the Route 8 corridor. It is difficult to see so many
closed buildings -especially as travelers get off the turnpike onto that road. Not a good first impression.
Why is “Facebook” listed so prominently as a communications method? This isn’t a public service
this is a corporate interest that requires the compromise of privacy to access Township
communications. Its a platform in stagnation or decline. Communications on social media platforms
should be secondary, or tertiary to platforms that required opt in to questionable business practices or
privacy issues.
--

No
We receive the Hampton Journal, but Pine Richiand news. How do we change this to receive the
Hampton News? We live on Hardt Road, across from Bank School Road.
Route 8 is a mess. Buildings closed, poor condition. WE DO NOT NEED ONE MORE AUTO STORE
ORVAPESHOP!H!!!!!!!!!
I would like to see a side walk installed from Rt 8 to the community center and High school.
*Kids always walk from from the middle school to community center daily. Dont like the idea of them
cutting through woods either. Won’t have to with a sidewalk.
*
pedestrians regularly walk this during events such as football, fireworks, etc.
*
The stretch between the middle school and Wildwood ext is especially dangerous. I’ve come upon
kids and adults alike walking this section and if it’s dark it’s hard to see them. There isn’t even an
adequate berm.
Please improve the Rt 8 corridor! It is embarrassing!
1) I would love to see the community center open spaces (lounges) be more friendly and available to
residents (without having the annual pass and being stopped abruptly at the front desk).
2) The showers and bathrooms at the pool are in need of refurbishment. The pool could be updated
for more excitement as well.
3) Route 8 corridor has many unslightly and unused buildings and lots.
4) Better walking trails/pathways throughout the community park would be wonderful. (Especially
between the High School and Middle School.)
5) Allow teenagers to participate in exercise classes at the community center.
6) Expand the sitting areas of the library.
7) The farmers market, food trucks, parties and dog day at the pool are wonderful additions!
8) Thank you for all the work you are doing!
9) Love the new restaurants coming into Hampton!
10) Our winter road maintenance is AWESOME!
I would like to see better use of RT 8 and it would be nice to see hiking or biking trails in the community
Overpopulation of the schools will have an effect on our children and teachers. Please stop the
building!! Our educational system is slipping!
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Question 11 open-ended responses
As stated previously a major attraction of Hampton is the proximity to city opportunities while being able
to come home quickly to our life in the country. Our family would very much appreciate and enjoy the
option to own backyard chickens as residents in the CITY OF PITTSBURGH are able to do legally.
PLEASE do something about abandoned/vacant buildings along route 8 (old howard johnsons hotel).
It’s been overgrown and empty for decades!!!!
Would like to make Route 8 safer to turn off of/onto
Hampton Township is a great place to raise your children. We appreciate all that the township does and
the working relationship they have with the schools. Any suggestions on this survey are merely to make
Hampton even better.
The extreme traffic safety issue at Rt.8 and Wildwood road needs addressed. Each side of Wildwood
should have their own green light to decrease the amount of accidents there. They should NOT be
green at the same time! It’s an easy change!
Curbside leaf pickup, not in bags
Move leaves to curbside
Thank you for the opportunity!
I would love to see the swimming pools hours changed or extended for more adult lap use. For example
open earlier in the morning for lap use.
Would like to see more restaurant options on the Rt 8 corridor (and maybe less auto parts stores ;).
Also, I know it’s a long shot, but a community ice rink would be awesome!
Again, tired with the strictness of Hampton business regulations. Maybe we can have another auto parts
store built. The 12 that are here aren’t enough. But no real businesses for families to frequent.
Bike paths and sidewalks please!
I think truthful issues ( especially school related) should be open and honest with the community. Like
the heroin addiction that is never discussed, or the fight at the high school with the two girls, or the girls
drinking vodka at the middle school.
Adult softball and basketball leagues in the summer
We need more options for cable, internet, and phone services. Comcast and Verizon are horrible and
overpriced, and other companies are not available in my neighborhood.
Would like to see a full-time only police department
Most impact could be had by continuing to improve traffic flow on route 8, and encouraging
improvements to the buildings and businesses along it.
Neighbors should mine their own business. Too liberal - I would’ve never moved into Hampton had I
known this. Or that the rules of the land are so strict and stringent, nobody has any good opinion about
code enforcements, home improvements etc.
Hampton is CLEARING AWAY and putting up too many homes and very care less about nature and the
future downfalls of over building !!!!!
There should be an effort for community beautification including the implementation of sidewalks.
Especially in the parks, around the pool, to the community center and between the middle and high
school. This would be a nice addition as well as a way to improve safety. It would promote the young
and old of the community to be more willing to walk and be active around our great township.
Leaf collection - WE NEED THIS. Neighboring townships do this. My neighborhood is drowning in
leaves.
Please ban private streets .give all township residents the same services for the same taxes... ie:
police, fire, road & street service, schools etc.
.
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Question 11 open-ended responses
I live in Hampton about I mile south of the Richland Border and can not get the Hampton Journal, I get
more literature from Richiand than Hampton.
What you post on FB should also be on website. Not everyone likes or uses FB
Road maintence in bad weather is super.
Like the recent traffic flow improvements on route 8! except congestion at Wildwood and route 8
More lighting is needed, especially in residential areas. The street signs need to be anchored into the
ground to prevent continued theft they are easily pulled out of the ground.
None at this time.
PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE do something about the rapidly growing deer population. It is a daily
source of anxiety and frustration for tax payers. It is not right that you control the deer population at
Hampton Park, but do not do it for residential areas. Obviously, you are aware there is a problem.
Hampton Police officers have told me they avoid driving on Middle Road after dark because of all the
deer crossing the road. That is obviously a problem if our police officers are avoiding a road that should
be patrolled because of deer population.
The rt 8 area through Hampton is not very appealing to the eye.
Also more restaurants brought into the area would be great.
More opportunities for seniors would be appreciated
zoning ordinances, application thereof, granting of variations,
We would really like more streetlights, better traffic flow at Wildwood and Rt. 8, and better curb appeal
along Rt. 8.
I would like to pay for garbage pickup by the bag as other townships and have and for you to find a way
to recycle glass. People will drop it off if you make a place.
It won’t do any good. We have a high school principal who wants to remodel the school for millions of
dollars. Why can’t we have a referendum on this?????????
-

I would like to know more about the plan for continued community involvement in the planning process
will there be opportunities to comment when goals, actions, strategies are being developed?

-

Enforcement of land use regulations is inequitable and frankly, nonexistent in older areas. These are
the areas that need more enforcement to maintain the character of the community.
Consideration should be given to SOME School tax relief to citizens >75 years old!
I have initiated steps towards trying to convince the township and penn dot to improve the safety of the
Rt 8 at Wildwood intersection. A simple change by allowing each direction of Wildwood rd traffic flow
independently would alleviate the traffic back up and greatly improve safety, especially given our
children drive through this intersection to and from school and school related functions multiple times a
day. Does someone have to get killed before actions are taken??? Very irresponsible on the part of
the township and school district especially given the solution is so simple. FIX THE TRAFFIC LIGHT
PATTERN!!!
More things for senior in the township.
It would be great if we had resources for information and grants for turning backyards into natural green
spaces. I’d like to let my backyard naturalize because we have lost so much habitat, but I don’t want my
neighbor complaining.
Just want to reinforce the desire to add more safe walking/bike access to the schools and parks.
More sidewalks (or even a narrow divided off lane with reflective posts or similar) would definitely
increase quality of life.
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Would like the Township to include the following in the long range plan:
1. Incorporate Green Building Standards
2. Incorporate alternative /green energy sources in future Township projects.
3. Incorporate Sustainability Concepts and Standards
4. Incorporate walkable neighborhoods & bike trails where possible / applicable
5. Preserve the integrity of our existing Zones and require the razing of buildings which have gone
unused for years
6. Incorporate principals of historic and natural wildlife preservation within the Township
7. Preserve green spaces and largely wooded areas, unique environmental assets, trails, natural
springs, creeks, ponds and streams for recreational use, exercise and community gathering
8. Limit housing development to preserve Hampton’s character as a small bedroom community,
maintain property values and retain the coveted status of our small schools
9. Ensure Developers strictly comply with the EAC tree removal and replacement requirements for
development
10. Investigate solutions to reduce or improve upon the flow of traffic at the intersection of Wildwood
Road and Route 8
11. Incorporate the latest in civil engineering techniques to reduce the increasing incidents of flooding
resulting from heavy storms due to climate change
12. Actively pursue legal avenues, pursue businesses, or encourage partnerships to find solutions to
replace lost businesses that have left buildings and properties vacant
There are all kind of rules and permits for people that want to improve their property. But you allow
people to not maintain their properties. Like putting up those tin roofs to park under and then hanging
blue tarps on them for walls. Other examples are junk in yards not cutting the grass parking on the
grass and most important people running on the side business like repairing cars and lawnmowers from
their homes. Of course they’ll tell you that it just a hobby.
see comments above! The Township Manager and the Roads crew do an outstanding job keeping our
roads open and treated in the winter! Kudos
Too many long term council members & township managers would like to see new people/ideas
viewed as very closed network & not most ethical group
Very happy to see this survey I hope you use the results expeditiously. I think you are on the right
track just based on the questions you have asked. Thank you!
Keep taxes low
School buses and Hampton School traffic speeding through Anderson / Greengrove Drive residential
streets.
Maintain a community respectful to neighbors. Restrict noise, inforce property maintenance, and
zoning compliance.
-

-
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Question 11 open-ended responses
Do not hire Folino to pave the roads. Ours are still not right two years later. Lack of curbs caused a
neighbors house to flood. Standing water in many locations freezes in winter.
It would be interesting to know what a new resident receives as part of a welcome to Hampton package
(e.g., community center, where to vote, elected officials) as I don’t recall receiving anything approx 15
years ago and believe some of the materials may be useful for all residents,,, or just where to look.
Please enforce the dog on leash policy. Too many loose dogs running around off leash. Interferes with
walking your own dog.
Solicitation needs to be cracked down on in our township. I’ve never lived in an area with so many
strangers coming to your door to sell useless services and products.
You asked about how important these things are, but not how satisfied we are with what is available.
For example, I like living in Hampton for convenience to restaurants and stores but I am very
dissatisfied with the selection in the area. We have very few restaurants in the area.
THank you for doing this survey and seeking important. It shows that you care.
The township needs to show a greater appreciation of the local churches and their members. Maybe
get involved in the church fairs and make an effort to get involved with the private and religious schools
Really wish it was a more walkable area- that is really my only dislike of our neighborhood in Hamptonwe miss the sidewalks of the city and a bit better lighting at night. We enjoy trying to walk when we canbut it’s tough walking on the streets with kids and worrying about cars.
na
As a senior I often get the feeling that Hampton would prefer I leave the area for more ‘up and coming’
people.
Working with Hampton in purchasing a building and also with sign permit was terrible. Staff treated me
like i was bothering them. There was no process in place for either of the events above.
not at this time
Do something about the taxes for senior citizens It is not fair right now. You know it and I know it Have
been paying school taxes for 25 years with nobody in the school system. You are forcing me out of my
own (redacted) house!!!!!!
I am happy with the increased visibility and engagement of the town council. I feel more connected to
this place than I have ever before and it’s appreciated. The farm market is a great social space and I
hope you continue to do these types of events. Thanks for your continued efforts.
It takes a really long time for council minutes to post. And it can be hard to know details for things.
Like, a particular lot will get discussed and it will be identified by address instead of what it is, so I have
to go and look that up. Also, there are tons of references to a particular application for a variance, but
never an actual discussion of what that variance is. I assume that is because the council all has that
application in front of them, so they are just discussing it. For example, I know that Eat’n Park has
applied for something. I don’t know exactly what that something is, though. And if that information is
available online, perhaps a link in the minutes? It feels like you don’t really want people to know what is
going on because of the amount of leg work we need to do to really understand the situation.
Again, too many high priced housing developments going in. Where are more mid-level options?
Keep our taxes low so people can afford to live here
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Question 11 open-ended responses
Would like to see the community center offer child care for fitness area and more programs for children
and families in general other than fitness/sports. It is a COMMUNITY center, not just a fitness center, so
it would be nice to see more presence of the arts and arts events happening there.
Why do you make it so difficult for people to improve their property?
Stilt grass and sustainabiHty of wooded hillsides
I am grateful that you took the time to put this survey together. My only concern is that it focuses on
“what do you want” and not “how much are you willing to pay for it”. The fiscal impact of allof the items
you asked about would matter to me.
It would be nice if this felt more like a community and less like an administrative region.
Route 8 is an eyesore. Approving another autoparts store or dollar store? I ! Just awful. other areas,
specifically Pine, have transformed an equally blah stretch of road to an attractive mixed use area
This questionnaire was mostly about communications when that is not the main problem here. We
need a better business area that feels like it is part of a town and not just a strip of fast food and car
parts stores. Also, we have a terrible reputation with builders because of how restrictive our permitting
and zoning is. Hoping with change in council and twp personnel that may get better.
I don’t understand how unoccupied buildings are allowed to go down hill and nothing is done about it.
The owners should be held accountable. For one example is the old school building on Bardonner Rd.
It is a historical site. It was later a day care then it was an art building. It is terrible to see what shape it
is in now. There are many empty buildings in Hampton that need to be addressed. Such as the old
church on Duncan that was recently a hair salon. Now it is empty and falling apart.
Please relax zoning for chickens. They are quieter than my neighbors dog and eat ticks! So many
neighbors suffer from Lymes diseas.
I’d like to see more sports opportunities for girls of grade school age.
I grew up in Hampton and moved away for work. My family has returned to the township and are happy
to provide support.
I_appreciate this process of asking the community for their input. TIA
Get some township social media and make sure everyone knows about it. Put everything there. It’s not
that hard. Other municipalities have been doing it for years
Please do something about the intersection at Wildwood Road and Route 8 and the interesection of
Middle Road and Cedar Ridge Road. Both are very dangerous. There have been numerous accidents
at the corner of Middle Road and Cedar Ridge Road and it shouldn’t take until someone is killed to
correct an intersection. Please! It’s long overdue!
Would love it if the community center had its own indoor pool.

This is an impossible township for businesses. So many rules, regulations, and zoning. And the ones
building (because we need another auto parts store) are not the ones needed to help maintain and
grow this area economically. Even adding to your own home is near impossible with the rules that
change seemingly daHy. Any contractor or business person I have ever talked to complains about the
rediculousness of Hampton. All other communities can grow and look beautiful without that reputation
Can we get a spray park?
Can we get a full day Kindergarten program? How about bus transportation for Kindergarteners?
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Question 11 open-ended responses
Please stop letting the green spaces be turned into housing everywhere! And please give businesses
some help when they’re opening on Rt 8, Hampton is mostly a dead zone on Rt 8, I don’t like having to
go to nearby towns for groceries, restaurants, etc. I’d love to see a turning lane put in some places, as
well as making it illegal to make a left off of McCully onto Rt 8 S be illegal (use Rosanna and Hart’s as
alternate), it’s way too dangerous since nobody obeys the 40mph speed limit.
My biggest concern is the lack of a turning lane on rt 8. From as far south as the BP all the way to the
turnpike. It’s extremely dangerous. Mostly in the area past wildwood. Lane back up waiting for someone
to turn left and cars jutting our around. 19 in Wexford got theirs done. We need ours.
Was told there is a firing range near community center. With the allegheny county barracks so close
why do we need to have something so close to the community? Why do the overhead lights run into the
late hours of night at baseball fields when not in use? Seems to generate unnecessary costs to tax
payers.
See question 5
enforce residents to clean up yards, houses, and enforce no overnight street
parking
I understand that our topography makes it difficult, but I would love to see more sidewalks and walking
paths added. We live off of clear view and people do walk or bike along it and it’s not safe. I’ve seen
more people walking along Route 8 where there’s no shoulder. It would also be great and raise value
to connect neighborhoods to Hartwood acres, community park, etc.
N/A
-

I would love to see Common Core go away.
There desperately needs to be an upgraded road & traffic lights at Wildwood and Rt 8 like East Hardies
& Rt 8 with the turning lanes. I can’t believe with the traffic flow and with the school campus right off
Wildwood with our kids driving and school functions dumping so much traffic that it’s still just one lane
to the traffic light. So dangerous! Also, flashing yellow lights on East Hardies where Hampton Presby
church is. They could be on sunday mornings and for preschool during drop-off and pick-up times.
People drive too fast there!
The community center and park needs sidewalks. It’s a great facility, but not a safe place for kids to
get around either by walking or biking.
Need better walking/biking access from nearby/adjacent neighborhoods to the community park. For
example, the developer promised a connector from Morningside Dr., and all we got was the existing
(steep)_gas pipeline trail.
Tax hikes
Two sinkholes have been at the intersection of Royal View and Forest Glen for months. The township
placed boards over them. What’s to stop kids from exploring? Why isn’t this a priority to fix?
Property taxes are too high. We will have to move out of the township when we retire
It is my understanding that the township officials want to merge the fire companies and centralize a new
fire station, this is absurd, living in a far corner of the township, if I need their services, I am going to
have to wait much longer than I do now, please keep the neighborhood stations to properly protect us.
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Love the yearly recycle rama thing. And the medicine recycle box at the police department. Maybe
adding furniture donation to the donations, Brother’s Brother? Salvation Army?
If fracking is EVER considered, you need to do a much better job with the communication, espeically to
the people living near Wildwood Mines. Don’t try to sneak fracking into our community. It’s an
environmental nightmare. Thank you for asking.
Hampton used to be a nice quiet welcoming area. Now it has an uppity I’m better than you feel.
The township should evaluate its permitting processes. While guidelines and restrictions are necessary,
the township makes it difficult to improve your own property. This leads to inequity throughout the
township and discourages new residents from improving their property. The previous Land Use
Administrator and his staff have a reputation of being difficult and uninformed about their own policies.
Too much salting streets in winter
I was delighted three years ago when we were able to move into Hampton, as it was my #1 choice for a
school district. There are a lot of things I love, but I know that Hampton could be better if long-time
residents were more inclusive of new residents. Since moving in, I have found it very difficult, as
someone who works full time, to both meet people and fit into the culture of the township. I would be
even more excited to live here if it felt like a real community, where people cared about one another, as
opposed to a place that was either a generic suburban bedroom community, where neighbors don’t
care to know each other, or a place where only long-time residents have a say in important matters,
while the rest of us have no clue what’s going on.
Pool
As a childless adult in Hampton, I would greatly appreciate keeping the school taxes down and not keep
raising them every year. Maybe you can offer a discount for people who do not even have children and
aren’t using the schools. Or just stop raising the taxes. When you keep saying it’s only $35 extra a
year, that adds up over time you know and I do keep track of that. It’s very maddening to watch these
taxes go up constantly. I’m sure I’m not alone in this matter.
The township council and administration needs more transparent about things happening in the
township
I’m deeply concerned about the resolve of elected officials to do what is right by their constituents to
ensure a wholesome future for our community.
The pool facility restrooms need updated. I recall that being discussed a few years back. I hope there is
still a plan in place to make that happen soon.
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Q12 In what age range do you fall?
Answered: 907

Skipped: 4

19 or younger

20-34

35-54

65 to 74

75 or oLder
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

19 or younger

0.22%

2

20-34

6.84%

62

35-54

57.99%

526

55-64

17.86%

162

65 to 74

12.57%

114

75 or older

4.52%

TOTAL

41
907
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QI 3 Thank you very much for completing the questionnaire! If you would
be interested in staying abreast of news about the Implementable
Comprehensive Plan process, please include your name and email
address so we can alert you to any updates or meetings. (Your
information will not be published with the results of the questionnaire.)
You may also contact Amanda Gold-Lukas, Amanda.Gold
Lu kashampton-pa.org.
Answered: 445

Skipped: 466

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES
442

First name
Last name

98.65%

439

email address

97.30%

433
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